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ABSTRACT
LOW-LATENCY, QUERY-DRIVEN ANALYTICS OVER
VOLUMINOUS MULTIDIMENSIONAL, SPATIOTEMPORAL DATASETS
Ubiquitous data collection from sources such as remote sensing equipment, networked obser-
vational devices, location-based services, and sales tracking has led to the accumulation of volu-
minous datasets; IDC projects that by 2020 we will generate 40 zettabytes of data per year [1],
while Gartner and ABI estimate 20-35 billion new devices will be connected to the Internet in the
same time frame [2, 3]. The storage and processing requirements of these datasets far exceed the
capabilities of modern computing hardware, which has led to the development of distributed stor-
age frameworks that can scale out by assimilating more computing resources as necessary. While
challenging in its own right, storing and managing voluminous datasets is only the precursor to
a broader field of study: extracting knowledge, insights, and relationships from the underlying
datasets. The basic building block of this knowledge discovery process is analytic queries, encom-
passing both query instrumentation and evaluation.
This dissertation is centered around query-driven exploratory and predictive analytics over vo-
luminous, multidimensional datasets. Both of these types of analysis represent a higher-level ab-
straction over classical query models; rather than indexing every discrete value for subsequent
retrieval, our framework autonomously learns the relationships and interactions between dimen-
sions in the dataset (including time series and geospatial aspects), and makes the information read-
ily available to users. This functionality includes statistical synopses, correlation analysis, hy-
pothesis testing, probabilistic structures, and predictive models that not only enable the discovery
of nuanced relationships between dimensions, but also allow future events and trends to be pre-
dicted. This requires specialized data structures and partitioning algorithms, along with adaptive
reductions in the search space and management of the inherent trade-off between timeliness and
ii
accuracy. The algorithms presented in this dissertation were evaluated empirically on real-world
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The past decade has seen substantial growth in data volumes, with a large portion of this in-
formation falling broadly into the category of geospatial time-series datasets. Such datasets are
useful in understanding phenomena such as weather, traffic conditions, or disease spread. They
also facilitate threat assessments based on video and activity tags, or can provide location-based
services relating to commerce. The proliferation of observational devices such as Doppler radars,
satellites, and in-situ sensors alongside falling hardware costs, better network connectivity, and
increased measurement rates have all contributed to the growth of this data.
Generation of such datasets involves measuring features of interest at particular geospatial loca-
tions. Examples of features could include temperature, humidity, traffic density, or viral infections,
with each measurement having an associated geolocation and time. These readings are taken at
regular intervals or when an environmental change has been detected. Such measurements can
help in understanding how features (and their underlying phenomena) evolve. This can be useful
for a range of activities, including planning, forecasting, or disaster mitigation. Features often take
on values that evolve spatiotemporally; for example, the range of temperature values at a particular
location depends on both the time of the day and day of year. Multiple features, and the values
they take on, comprise the feature space.
Gleaning insights involves exploring characteristics of these multidimensional datasets. Be-
sides identifying properties associated with individual features, this also includes identifying rela-
tionships: how features correlate with each other and also how their values change with respect to
each other. Also of interest are the probabilities associated with these features; for example, pair-
wise conditional probabilities between features that allow use of Bayesian statistics to predict one
feature when measurements are unavailable for the other feature. A broader insight users might
be interested in is how the feature space is impacted by time and geography. Our objective is to
provide a set of queries that:
1
• Speed up the discovery process
• Allow fast, near real-time exploration of the feature space
• Provide a base to facilitate more complicated processing
We are interested in supporting three types of analytic queries: approximate, exploratory, and
predictive. Approximate queries correspond to an ad hoc analysis of the feature space that may
lead to further investigation. Studies have shown that developers and end users often rely on a
continuous query cycle to calibrate attributes and constraints, with several preliminary inquiries
leading up to the final set of query parameters [4–6]. Exploratory queries help with understanding
the feature space: how features evolve, and how they relate to each other. In other words, their
objective to get a deeper understanding of the data. Predictive analytic queries assist in forecasting
what is likely to happen in the future. An example of a predictive analytics query is: “What will
the temperature be in Bozeman, Montana at 4:00 pm tomorrow?”
This dissertation explores analytic queries in the context of our storage framework, Galileo
[7–10]. Galileo is a modular, distributed storage platform for multidimensional data that sup-
ports pluggable data partitioning schemes, indexing algorithms, and physical storage strategies. To
ensure scalability and load balancing, Galileo employs a distributed hash table (DHT) network
design. DHTs are key-value stores that utilize a hash function to facilitate storage and retrieval
operations across a network of computing resources. To store a unit of information, called a value,
a unique key is provided, which is passed through a hash function to determine where the infor-
mation should be stored in the network. Once stored, information can be located by hashing the
key again. DHTs allow efficient lookup operations and require minimal data migration while scal-
ing (expanding or contracting the cluster). Galileo uses a controlled dispersion strategy [10] that
incorporates the Geohash algorithm [11] to account for spatiotemporal properties during data par-
titioning, which ensures similar observations will be placed on the same physical machine. This
facilitates spatial range queries and also helps constrain the scope of retrievals.
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In the interest of providing query capabilities beyond the standard key-based lookups supported
by traditional DHTs, Galileo incorporates hierarchical analytic base trees (ABTs) that maintain
cross-feature relationships and support retrievals via an SQL-like syntax. When multidimensional
data is stored in the hierarchy, similar observations are represented by overlapping paths to con-
serve memory. As a further optimization, a global, coarse-grained version of the ABT allows
clients to reduce the search space of their queries by pinpointing the set of storage nodes that
are likely to hold relevant data. In a distributed setting, these search space reductions are crucial
in providing low-latency results and avoiding unnecessary processing. Galileo also supports spa-
tial proximity queries, retrieval of data within arbitrary polygons, and nearest-neighbor searches
backed by a GPU-accelerated, compressed bit vector index [12, 13]. The system has been used to
store and analyze billions of files composed of petabytes of observations, and has been leveraged in
a variety of use cases, including the analysis of atmospheric datasets [14], anomaly detection [15],
discrete event simulations [16–18], epidemiology [19, 20], and visualization [21, 22].
To our knowledge, none of the current DHT-based systems accommodate the types of queries
or retrieval operations we have proposed in this work, which were performed in the context of
voluminous, time series datasets. Through expressive, massively parallel queries, we enable user-
friendly analysis that can be used to supplement or completely replace custom MapReduce [23]
jobs or distributed computations. Once exploration of the feature space has been completed, com-
putations can be launched directly on relevant storage nodes to preserve data locality.
1.1 Scenario
Consider a Galileo user that wishes to explore a voluminous, multidimensional atmospheric
dataset. The dataset likely contains valuable insight into weather phenomena, and the user wishes
to understand what factors are most influential. This could involve locating feature vectors that
indicate low pressures over warm ocean waters during the summer, which may be normal or could
signal an impending hurricane. The user issues a set of queries to pinpoint features that match
these characteristics, and then requests a statistical summary to understand their scope.
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While exploring the dataset, the user can adjust query parameters to fine-tune the subset of
features under inspection; feature information is retrieved and processed in real time on the server
side to avoid transmitting large quantities of data to the client application. Once the user has
selected a particular subset of the feature space, he/she generates visualizations of the data and
begins training machine learning models in parallel across the cluster to help understand what
features contribute the most to the weather phenomenon of interest.
1.2 Research Challenges
Supporting query-based analytics over voluminous, time-series, and geospatial datasets in-
volves several challenges, including:
1. Data Volumes: The quantity and overall size of the data is high, precluding visualization of
every point or sifting through the data sequentially.
2. Continuous Arrivals: Data is streamed into the system on a regular basis, requiring the
knowledge base to be constantly updated.
3. Data Dimensionality: Each observation has several features (dimensions) of interest. Fur-
thermore, evolution of the feature space has spatiotemporal characteristics that must be ac-
counted for.
4. Managing the Memory Hierarchy: While main memory accesses complete in nanoseconds,
disk access times are much slower. Due to dataset sizes, queries often target large quantities
of information, which makes careful management of in-memory data structures critical.
5. Circumvention of I/O Hotspots: When some of the distributed nodes take a disproportionate
amount of the storage load, hotspots will occur. This means that data partitioning must be
done in a balanced manner.
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Given the data volumes being dealt with, it is possible that some queries will be compute-
intensive and hence have longer turnaround times. We must balance these processing overheads to
ensure high throughput is maintained.
1.3 Research Questions
The goals and challenges associated with this study led us to formulate the following research
questions:
1. How can we discover and account for relationships between features at a particular geo-
graphic scope? How can this be used to inform predictions and explorations?
2. How can we account for the spatiotemporal characteristics of different features at various
geographical extents?
3. How can we ensure near real-time query evaluation given the data volumes and the speed
differential between the memory and disk access times?
4. How can we facilitate exploration at scale while maintaining fast response times and high
overall query evaluation throughput?
5. Given the continuously arriving data streams, how can we maintain an up-to-date knowledge
base?
1.4 Summary of Approach
Our approach to supporting query-based analytics over voluminous, time-series, geospatial
datasets takes a holistic view that targets: (1) alleviation of I/O hotspots, (2) coping with the dif-
ferential between memory and disk speed, (3) construction of multiple metadata models to ensure
specificity, and (4) online updates to summary statistics that capture feature space evolution. The
query specification constructs provided by this work include:
• Time- and error-based constraints
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• Limits or requirements on the number of results returned
• Operators for exploring temporal interactions
• Fuzzy queries that allow parameters to be incrementally relaxed to discover additional or
related information
• Promotion of approximate queries to fully-fledged queries when particular conditions are
met
To cope with I/O latencies, analytic base trees (ABTs) maintain feature synopses in memory.
These include statistics at each vertex, with leaf nodes pointing to physical data blocks on disk.
ABTs improve upon traditional indexing techniques by providing direct access to higher-level
information about the underlying data points, including their distributions, trends, and cross-feature
correlations. This enables real-time knowledge extraction to derive both coarse- and fine-grained
insights across voluminous datasets. The trees can also be reoriented to reduce their memory
footprints (via reduction of vertices) or query evaluation times (via reduction of edges that must
be traversed). The breadth and depth of information represented by the ABT directly impacts our
ability to avoid costly disk accesses.
While processing ABT queries, storage nodes that do not contain relevant data points are elim-
inated from the search space. Next, the queries are resolved in parallel across the remaining nodes
and are merged to produce a final result set that can be traversed and used directly for analysis.
Galileo supports both singular and continuous queries [24]. This work focuses on the following
features of the indexing subsystem:
• Autonomous adaptation of index granularities
• A tree-based representation of temporal intervals
• Embedded summary statistics for each feature type
• Online dataset sampling
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To address interference between different types of queries, we have incorporated mechanisms to
automatically adjust dataset coverage, the degree of fuzziness, and the depth of tree traversals
during query evaluations to control for timeliness. This ensures sustained throughput over time
and prevents starvation of processes with complex query profiles.
Both exploratory and predictive queries depend on the construction of data models that cap-
ture feature relationships. We rely on a multiplicity of distributed models rather than a single
all-encompassing model. This approach allows for specificity, where each model is responsible
for a particular geographical scope. Since the models are dispersed over multiple machines and
localized, this approach scales with increases in data volumes as well as reductions to finer-grained
geographical scopes. Models include multiple linear regression and artificial neural networks to
capture both linear and non-linear relationships, respectively.
1.5 Contributions
This dissertation describes a distributed framework for the evaluation of analytic queries over
datasets that are voluminous, multidimensional, time-series, and geospatial in nature. Its contribu-
tions include:
1. A platform for low-latency, query-driven analysis with an emphasis on iterative refinement.
2. Judicious management of in-memory data structures to resolve queries and facilitate a variety
of analytic tasks without requiring time-consuming disk I/O. This stems from the ability of
the system to manage the trade-off space between accuracy and timeliness.
3. Support for high-throughput query evaluations over voluminous datasets.
4. Online modeling of the feature space at various scales with autonomous reconfiguration to
cope with evolution in the data.
5. Dynamic construction of linear and nonlinear models, including ARIMA for time-series
projection, probabilistic estimates for features, and queries that return results in the form of
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probability density functions (PDFs), joint PDFs, or in-memory tree-based datasets that can
be leveraged by external frameworks.
6. The algorithms described herein are broadly applicable to other storage systems, such as
Cassandra [25], Dynamo [26], and Chord [27], among others.
A key innovation in this work is achieving these contributions at scale and in a timely fashion. Our
empirical evaluations are performed over a real-world 1 Petabyte dataset encompassing over 20
billion files.
1.6 Experimental Setup and Dataset
The dataset used in this dissertation was sourced from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) North American Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM) [28]. The NAM con-
ducts frequent collection of atmospheric data in GRIB format, and contains several features across
a timespan of over ten years. Features include climate attributes including surface temperature,
visibility, cloud cover, precipitation, humidity, snow fall, vegetation, and albedo.
Our data ingest process involves reading data from the NAM and streaming it into the system as
samples from discrete spatial locations. Each sample consisted of about 10 KB of raw feature data,
along with another 40 KB of graphical tiles designed to be overlaid on a map for visualization. The
total dataset encompassed 20 billion files at approximately 50 KB each for a total dataset size of 1
Petabyte.
The benchmarks included in this dissertation were carried out on a heterogeneous 78-node
cluster consisting of 48 HP DL160 servers (Xeon E5620, 12 GB RAM) and 30 HP DL320e servers
(Xeon E3-1220 V2, 8 GB RAM). Each machine was equipped with four hard disk drives. In some
cases, our analysis was restricted to the 48-node cluster. The hardware was divided into 13 groups
of 6 nodes each. Galileo was run under the OpenJDK Java runtime, version 1.7.0_65.
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1.7 Dissertation Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 explores related work, contrasts
with our approach, and analyzes the areas that are not addressed or considered by the current state
of the art. Chapter 3 describes the Galileo system architecture, including the network design, fault
tolerance functionality, and basic retrieval operations. Chapter 4 discusses our distributed indexing
implementations: Analytic Base Trees for multidimensional feature data (including time series),
and Geoavailability Grids for geospatial data. Chapter 5 explains the analytic queries supported





Galileo supports functionality that encompasses both storage and computation, while also ex-
posing machine learning models and leveraging a variety of data structures. Herein we survey
related work and complimentary technologies/approaches.
2.1 Storage Systems
While traditional file systems and relational databases provide a strong storage foundation, they
were not designed specifically for scientific data [29] or horizontal scalability where additional
computing resources can be added (or removed) incrementally to form a cluster of machines. Dis-
tributed storage systems include key-value stores with flat get/put operations, document-oriented
databases that manage discrete (but often unstructured) units of data, wide-column storage with a
tabular, but less rigid structure compared to databases, and data warehouses that perform offline
batch processing.
Like Galileo, Cassandra [25] is a zero-hop distributed hash table (DHT) designed for high-
throughput management of tabular, multidimensional information, and was originally built for
write-intensive workloads at Facebook. The system employs a wide-column storage format similar
to Google BigTable [30] and allows users to create their own partitioning schemes. However, the
active partitioning algorithm also affects information retrieval; for instance, using the random data
partitioner backed by a hash algorithm does not allow range queries or future reconfiguration of
the partitioning algorithm. This ensures retrieval operations are efficient, but also limits flexibility.
Besides the usual put and get operations for retrievals, Cassandra supports a query model similar
to SQL called CQL (Cassandra Query Language). Integration with Hadoop [31–34] provides data
manipulation and analysis functionality, but the system does not offer approximate, ad hoc query
capabilities or preprocessing focused on machine learning.
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Apache HBase [35] is an open-source implementation of BigTable [30] and its wide-column
data model. HBase provides consistency guarantees similar to those of traditional RDBMS tech-
nologies, and has seen considerable use in areas dealing with high dimensionality. One notable
guarantee provided by HBase is strictly consistent reads and writes. HBase is built on HDFS [36],
the distributed file system included with Hadoop [31–34], resulting in a mature API and strong
support ecosystem. It is also worth noting that the design of HDFS was inspired by the Google
File System (GFS) [37], one of the first large-scale distributed storage solutions on commodity
hardware. While HBase has excellent support for column-oriented storage, its indexing function-
ality is limited to a single primary key per table, and the consistency features it supports come at
the cost of higher latency.
SciDB [38–40] is a scientific storage system for multidimensional data that supports incre-
mental scalability. During development, the creators of SciDB identified three unique aspects of
managing scientific data: first, data sources generally have a location associated with them. Sec-
ond, the data being collected in scientific applications also usually requires complex processing
before and/or after storage. Third, sensors and other scientific instruments generate data on the
order of petabytes. The system provides built-in computation and analysis tools that closely re-
semble the functionality found in traditional relational database management systems, but with a
scientific focus. Metadata is stored in a centralized system catalog implemented as a PostgreSQL
database, contrasting with the tree-based indexes in Galileo.
MongoDB [41] shares several common goals with our approach, but is a document-centric
storage platform that does not support exploratory queries or analytics directly. However, the
system has rich geospatial indexing capabilities and supports dynamic schemas through its JSON-
inspired binary storage format, BSON. MongoDB utilizes the Geohash algorithm [11] for one of its
spatial index implementations, and is backed by a B-tree data structure for fast lookup operations.
For load balancing and scalability, the system supports sharding ranges of data across available
computing and storage resources, but also places restrictions on the breadth of analysis that can be
performed in a clustered setting.
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Panda [42] is a probabilistic, spatiotemporal query processor that operates in a non-distributed
environment. The system leverages its predictive capabilities to determine where objects are most
likely to move at a future point in time, and can autonomously cache frequently accessed objects
to improve response times. While its data structures and architecture support a limited geographic
scope, Panda is useful in a variety of applications such as location-based services, traffic manage-
ment, or ride sharing where the resolution of the data and object behaviors are consistent. The
system also supports continuous queries and can optimize results to eliminate object movement
processing that would not produce relevant results.
Apache Hive [43] is a data warehouse that runs on Hadoop [31–34] and HDFS [31]. As an
analysis platform, it is capable of a wide range of functionality, including summarizing datasets
and performing queries. Unlike Galileo, the system is intended for batch use. In Hive, users
can perform analysis using the HiveQL query language, which transforms SQL-like statements
into MapReduce [23] jobs that are executed across the Hadoop cluster. The Metastore, a system
catalog, provides an avenue for storing pre-computed information about the data in the system.
Hive emphasizes scalability and flexibility in its processing rather than focusing on low latency.
BlinkDB [44] provides approximate query processing (AQP) functionality based on Hive [43].
The system allows analysts or practitioners to query large datasets while specifying time and error
bounds to ensure adequate coverage for their particular use case. BlinkDB supports high-level
summaries created by sampling randomly across the entire dataset with two methods: a broad
dataset-wide sample, and a focused sample that includes frequently-accessed items. The sampling
framework in BlinkDB also supports stratification to better represent outliers or underrepresented
data points. By generating indexes based on samples, queries can be resolved quickly without read-
ing information from the disk. However, using the system in a predictive or exploratory capacity
is generally limited to the insights that can be derived directly from the sampled data.
FastRAQ [6] considers both the storage and retrieval aspects associated with range-aggregate
queries. To manage the error bounds of these approximate queries, partitioning is based on strat-
ified sampling: a threshold is used to control the maximum relative error for each segment of the
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dataset. Like Galileo, data is assigned hierarchically to groups and then physical nodes. Queries
are resolved using adaptive summary statistics that are built dynamically based on the distributions
of the data.
The Approximate QUery Answering System (AQUA) [45] provides estimated responses to
queries while avoiding direct access to the data itself. The system collects synopsis data in a
number of ways: observing new information as it arrives, periodically inspecting the underlying
data warehouse, or directly contacting the data warehouse during a query. AQUA returns its query
results alongside an accuracy measure (such as a confidence interval), and can support continuous
reporting, where more results are streamed to a client as accuracy increases. Unlike Galileo,
AQUA does not support time bounds or target error rates in queries. It is also designed for batch
processing rather than online transaction processing, and cannot respond to real-time changes in
the dataset.
Table 2.1 outlines the broad categories that these storage systems fall into and compares their
functionality in terms of our objectives. In general, systems that support queries also target rela-
tional functionality, which comes at the expense of latency. Key-value stores, on the other hand,
meet nearly all of our objectives but only support the basic put and get operations. Existing ap-
proaches do not consider support for both geospatial and time series data, fuzzy queries, or inte-
grated modeling. Additionally, support for approximation is often limited to building a specific set
of summaries beforehand, which prevents adaptation of the accuracy-timeliness gradient.
2.2 Computation Engines
While Galileo was primarily designed to be a storage system, it also supports a variety of dis-
tributed computations. Herein we survey related approaches for orchestrating distributed compu-
tations and how they compare to the query-based exploration and retrieval functionality in Galileo.
Hadoop [33] is an open-source implementation of MapReduce, providing a scalable solution
for managing and processing large datasets. MapReduce is a distributed programming paradigm
composed of the Map phase where filtering or processing occurs, followed by the Reduce phase
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Table 2.1: A comparison of storage systems in the context of our research objectives.
Technology
Query Low High Minimal Flexible
Support Latency Throughput Intervention Schema
Databases 4 4
Key-Value











that summarizes or aggregates results from the Map phase. While its underlying distributed file
system (HDFS [36]) does not partition records based on their content, the system is widely avail-
able and compatible with several distributed computation engines. Hadoop provides distributed
batch processing capabilities, but native support for real time exploration is limited. Additionally,
while the computational facilities in Hadoop could be leveraged to perform data preprocessing,
intermediate records would need to be written to the disk and stored as full-resolution blocks.
Applications or algorithms that require iterative, loop-based processing often execute ineffi-
ciently in traditional MapReduce environments. This is primarily due to restrictions on how com-
putations can build state over time; generally, state must be stored to disk after each map operation
and then loaded again for subsequent iterations. HaLoop [46] addresses these issues by adding
loop control directives to MapReduce as well as loop-aware caching mechanisms to allow dataset
reuse. Caching is also leveraged to allow efficient discovery of termination conditions, which may
normally require running additional MapReduce jobs.
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Granules [47–49] is an open-source distributed stream processing system with computation
support that can be expressed using the MapReduce paradigm or as directed, cyclic graphs. The
framework leverages the NaradaBrokering networking substrate [50–52], and handles deploying,
scheduling, and orchestrating computations on clusters of machines or in the cloud. Computa-
tions can be scheduled to run when data is available or at regular intervals, with a configurable
number of execution iterations. Since computations can execute multiple times, it is possible to
build state over the course of execution. Granules has been employed in several areas of study, in-
cluding bioinformatics, brain-computer interfaces, clustering, and scientific data storage. Notably,
the ability for computations to be cyclic and maintain state are crucial features when supporting
distributed queries efficiently.
Spark [53] is a cluster computing framework that extends MapReduce by supporting memory
resident datasets and computations described by directed, acyclic graphs (DAGs). This allows
expensive disk accesses to be avoided while also facilitating graph-based workflows and iterative
applications such as machine learning algorithms. One of the key features of Spark is its Resilient
Distributed Datasets (RDDs), which provide in-memory parallel data manipulation functionality
[54]. Spark can process data from a variety of underlying storage services, but lacks the integrated
storage and exploration facilities implemented in Galileo. MLBase [55] extends the Spark stack
to support machine learning tasks with RDDs. MLlib [56] contains several machine learning
algorithms, and an integrated ML Optimizer assists users in finding the best parameters for their
models.
Vowpal Wabbit [57] (VW) is a distributed, online machine learning system that supports gen-
eral computations and shared state between computing resources. VW supports several supervised
machine learning techniques and includes implementations of regression, classification, and opti-
mization algorithms. The system has been employed in large-scale machine learning applications
and focuses on processing efficiency. Like many of the other machine learning systems discussed
in this work, VW compliments the Galileo ecosystem and could be used to build machine learning
models after the exploration and preprocessing stages are complete.
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Weka [58] includes a variety of data mining and machine learning algorithm implementations,
along with pre-processing and visualization functionality. While Weka is designed for single-
node deployments, final datasets produced by the exploratory analytics process in Galileo could be
converted and used to populate Weka machine learning models for further analysis. Weka includes
an open source API for developing new models and visualizations, and includes a graphical user
interface for parameterizing models and loading data.
2.3 Indexing/Retrieval Approaches
A variety of research has been conducted on supporting flexible, distributed queries. For in-
stance, Gao and Steenkiste [59] maps a logical, sorted tree containing data points to physical nodes,
enabling range queries. Chawathe et. al [60] outlines a layered architecture for DHTs wherein ad-
vanced query support is provided by a separate layer that ultimately decomposes the queries into
get and put operations, decoupling the query processing engine from the underlying storage frame-
work.
Galileo ABTs share some common features with k-d trees [61], but do not employ binary
splitting and allow much greater fan-out as a result. Similar to Tries [62], identical attributes in
a record can be expressed as single vertices, which simplifies traversals and can reduce memory
consumption. However, Galileo ABTs support multiple concurrent data types, maintain an explicit
feature hierarchy (that can also be reoriented at runtime), and employ dynamic quantization.
Like the summary statistics maintained in our approach, incoming data streams can be rep-
resented as wavelets to avoid indexing every data point while still maintaining an approximate
model. Cormode et al. [63] employs several different types of wavelets for creating synopses or
approximations of incoming data and reviews their efficacy. Yousefi et al. [64] investigates the
feasibility of using wavelets for prediction. However, methods that rely on wavelets are generally
very problem- or dataset-specific and can limit the feasibility of resolving arbitrary queries over
the underlying data.
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The TPR*-tree [65] provides predictive spatiotemporal query functionality that can retrieve
the set of moving objects likely to intersect a particular spatial window at some future point in
time. Intended use cases include meteorology, mobile computing, and traffic control. TPR*-Tree
improves upon the Time Parameterized R-tree (TPR-tree) [66] by adding a probabilistic model
that accurately predicts disk accesses involved with resolving a query, along with new insertion
and deletion algorithms to enhance performance. While TPR*-tree and its related data structures
focus on object movements, Galileo also considers predictions across a wide array of dimensions.
P2PR-Tree [67] provides a P2P-based version of the R-Tree [68] spatial index. The system is
decentralized and can also service spatial queries while peers are leaving or joining the network.
In P2PR-Tree, queries are routed to nodes that may have pertinent information, with a traver-
sal through the network closely resembling a traversal through an R-Tree. Initially, the range of
possible spatial values is broken up into blocks, with each block being statically divided into a
pre-set number of groups. Nodes in the system are then divided into multiple levels of subgroups
with neighboring peers maintaining more detailed information about one another. Each peer also
maintains a local R-Tree for performing lookups on the data it holds.
SD-Rtree [69] aims to provide a scalable distributed R-Tree implementation. The resulting sys-
tem takes inspiration from both R-Trees and AVL trees, and provides several access methods with
differing scalability and performance. Like a traditional R-Tree, the SD-Rtree inserts information
at its leaf nodes, splitting them when they overflow. This property greatly increases the amount of
communication required in the early stages of the tree creation, but gradually decreases as more
information is stored and the tree structure settles. A key strategy incorporated in SD-Rtree is
client-side caching to speed up queries and reduce the amount of traffic directed towards the root
of the tree, which also reduces the number of messages sent during insertions and query resolution.
SAUNA [70] proposes a technique for automatically relaxing the constraints of user-defined
queries. SAUNA operates on a standard relational database management system, and uses his-
tograms to estimate the cardinality (number of results) of incoming queries. In situations where a
query is estimated to return a small number of results, the input ranges of the query are relaxed to
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retrieve a broader range of items that are close to the desired parameters. This optimization helps
reduce the overall number of queries that will be submitted by users of the system, increasing
throughput.
Data Cubes [71–74] are a data structure for online analytical processing (OLAP) that pro-
vide multidimensional query and summarization functionality. These structures generalize several
operators provided by relational databases by projecting two-dimensional relational tables to N-
dimensional cubes. Variable precision is managed by the drill down/drill up operators to increase
and decrease resolution, respectively, and slices or entire cubes can be summarized through the roll
up operator. While Data Cubes provide many of the same features supported by Galileo, they are
primarily intended for single-host offline or batch processing systems due to their compute- and
data-intensive updates. In fact, many production deployments separate transaction processing and
analytical processing systems, with updates pushed to the Data Cubes periodically.
CHAOS [75] builds on Data Cubes in a single-host streaming environment by pushing updates
to its Computational Cubes more frequently. To make dimensionality and storage requirements
manageable, Computational Cubes only index summaries of incoming data that are generated dur-
ing a preprocessing step. However, full-resolution data is still made available through continuous
queries that act on variable-length sliding windows. Additionally, updates to the cube are still
generated and published periodically rather than immediately as data is assimilated.
2.4 Discussion
Recent distributed storage systems are generally designed around the concept of providing a
small, well-defined feature set that can be scaled out as necessary. Similarly, computation engines
such as MapReduce impose restrictions on user applications, but offer automatic parallelization.
These design decisions are ultimately made around trade-off spaces such as query latency, correct-
ness of results, ease of use by both programmers and end users, resilience to network failures, and
other domain-specific concerns.
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Brewer’s CAP theorem [76–78] examines these trade-offs in terms of consistency (C), avail-
ability (A), and partition tolerance (P). Distributed systems must tolerate network partitions to
operate effectively, and therefore must choose between availability (always being accessible) or
consistency (presenting a consistent state to client applications) in the face of a network partition.
However, recent work by Google on Spanner [79] and F1 [80] uses specialized hardware to provide
a consistent representation of time across geographically dispersed data centers, allowing stronger
consistency guarantees while remaining highly available. Additionally, the studies revealed that
users: (1) generally prefer an expressive language to retrieve information rather than writing ad-
hoc computations, and (2) favor automatic conflict resolution over dealing with consistency issues
themselves. Over time, new developments in distributed storage and computation engines will
likely be accompanied by increased user friendliness and accessibility; one of the core objectives
of this dissertation was to investigate how high-level, expressive queries can improve the effective-
ness of data exploration by obviating the need for manually writing distributed applications.
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Chapter 3
System Overview and Architecture
Galileo is a high-throughput distributed storage framework that supports range-based, exact-
match, geospatial, and approximate queries over multidimensional time series data. The system
is implemented as a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), allowing incremental scalability and flexible
data partitioning. Distributed hash tables are key-value, structured overlay networks created by
partitioning a hash space across multiple machines. In general, DHTs use a hash function to
allocate network resources, partition their datasets, and perform lookup operations; similar to the
hash table data structure, DHTs map unique keys to their associated values. DHTs employ a shared
nothing architecture, meaning that a central component is not used to maintain state information:
all nodes in a DHT are stateless and offer identical functionality without sharing memory or other
resources. Further, most DHT implementations rely on consistent hashing [81], where changes
to the network or hash topology have a minimal impact on the system as a whole. These design
considerations make DHTs highly scalable and able to deal with frequent network changes, such
as failures or the addition/removal of nodes.
Chord [27], CAN [82, 83], Kademlia [84] and Pastry [85] provide canonical examples of such
systems. Contrasting with this traditional DHT model, Galileo is a zero hop (or one-hop) DHT.
This means that enough state information is maintained at each node in the DHT to route requests
directly to their destination without intermediate hops through the network. Examples of other
zero-hop DHTs include Amazon Dynamo [26] and Apache Cassandra [25].
To support the management of voluminous scientific datasets, Galileo places participating ma-
chines (called storage nodes) in several groups (or subgroups), creating a hierarchical network
layout; in other words, a DHT of DHTs. Combined with a multi-tiered hashing scheme, this
functionality enables a balance to be struck between uniform load balancing and ordered data
placement. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the Galileo network and demonstrates how queries
propagate through the system. Galileo includes several domain-specific features to ease working
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QUERY * WHERE date IN
Feb 2014 TO June 2014
MAX_TIME 5s
FUZZY_QUERY * WHERE





Figure 3.1: Overview of the Galileo network (ring-of-rings DHT), with sample queries.
with scientific datasets such as built-in geospatial and temporal data structures, along with support
for scientific formats such as NetCDF [86], BUFR, or HDF5 [87].
Galileo is eventually consistent [88], meaning that changes to the system are not visible to
all nodes immediately; in other words, Galileo is considered an AP system under Brewer’s CAP
Theorem [76]. This means that network partitions result in consistency being sacrificed; the system
remains available and can continue servicing requests, but the global state maintained at each node
may not be consistent with the rest of the nodes in the system.
While most DHTs support only key-based retrievals, Galileo provides expressive query support
through a multi-tier indexing scheme. Each storage node in the system maintains analytic base
trees (ABTs) that serve as an index of local files, while the coarser-grained global ABT contains
information about where all of the information in the system is located [10]. Both trees rely on
a gossip scheme to disseminate state information, which propagates from node to node until a
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Figure 3.2: An overview of successive spatial subdivisions generated by the Geohash algorithm. In this
example, the area represented by Geohash DJ is divided into 32 smaller subregions, each about 133 × 155
km in size.
global ABT helps reduce the search space of distributed queries by eliminating storage nodes that
do not contain relevant data.
Users do not need to be aware of the structure or contents of the trees, and queries are for-
mulated in a declarative syntax. Any of the nodes comprising the DHT can accept and evaluate
queries. The receiving node computes the subset of machines likely to hold data of interest and
then forwards the query on to applicable nodes for evaluation.
3.1 Data Partitioning
We use the Geohash [11] algorithm to partition data across the storage groups in Galileo. Geo-
hash divides the Earth into a hierarchy of bounding boxes that are referenced by Base 32 strings.
The longer the string, the smaller (and therefore more precise) the spatial bounding box. For exam-
ple, the coordinates of N 30.3321 W 81.6556 would translate to the Geohash string DJMUTCU1Q.
Figure 3.2 demonstrates two successive iterations of the algorithm, where our example location
would fall within the DJ and DJM bounding boxes. Each subsequent iteration of the algorithm
adds another character to the string and introduces 32 new spatial subdivisions.
Geohash strings are used by Galileo to succinctly represent spatial points or regions, as well as
assign data to groups in a flexible manner that enables both scaling up or down as necessary. With
our test dataset, the first two characters of the Geohash for a data point are used to determine group
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membership. This results in groups being responsible for regions of approximately 1030 × 620
km, which also helps reduce the search space of distributed spatial queries.
In DHTs, a hash function is used to locate where data will be stored in the system. In the case of
Galileo, a two-tiered hashing scheme is used: first, the destination group for the data is determined
by computing a Geohash based on the data’s spatial information. Then, to determine the storage
node within a group, a SHA-1 hash is computed using the data’s temporal and feature metadata
sets (for instance, the time the observation was recorded along with the current temperature, wind
speed, humidity, etc.). The storage node receiving new data points will compute these hashes and
then transfer the incoming file to its appropriate destination. To cope with heterogeneous systems,
machines can also join multiple groups or represent multiple “virtual” machines within a group.
This allows more powerful nodes to be added to the system later while maintaining the balance of
load. An important aspect of this approach is that if a query requests information from a specific
geospatial area, Galileo can immediately reduce the search space by selecting only the groups of
machines that hold relevant data. We call this collocation of similar data points over subsets of
nodes controlled dispersion.
3.1.1 Evaluating Controlled Dispersion
To determine the impact of our hierarchical hashing scheme on how files are distributed in the
system, we compared the distribution results of our controlled dispersion strategy against the same
data inserted using a flat SHA-1 hash of all metadata values. Figure 3.3 illustrates the distribution
of files in the system using the flat hash; each of the 48 nodes represented in the figure contains
approximately 2% of the data in the system. This distribution mechanism provides excellent load
balancing capabilities, but does not assist the system’s retrieval engine because similar data points
are spread across all nodes in the cluster; searching for a particular spatial location yields a dis-
tributed query plan that must contact each of the 48 nodes.
The distribution results for our hierarchical hashing scheme are shown in Figure 3.4. Unlike the


































Data Distribution (SHA-1 Hash)
Figure 3.3: Distribution of files in the system using a flat SHA-1 hash across all data dimensions.
are now placed logically closer to each other. Table 3.1 contains a summary of the differences
between the two storage schemes. While our hierarchical solution provides less balance in load,
there are no nodes in the system with an extreme shortage of data; the lightest-loaded node in a
48-node system still contains 15.2 million blocks (1.5%) of the total system data.
Table 3.1: Comparison of data distribution schemes based on the percentage of total data stored at each
node.
Flat SHA-1 Hash Hierarchical Hash
Average (%) 2.08 2.08
Min (%) 2.05 1.52
Max (%) 2.13 2.68


































Data Distribution (Hierarchical Hashing Scheme)
Figure 3.4: Distribution of files in the system using our two-tiered hierarchical hashing scheme.
3.2 On-Disk Storage Format: Galileo Blocks
A Galileo block is a self-describing multi-dimensional array of data, meaning that the files
contain all the information required to be read and understood; a block includes feature names
(e.g., ‘humidity’) as well as corresponding value(s) (e.g., ‘28%’), which may include multiple
dimensions or readings collected over time. Blocks are similar to formats such as NetCDF [86]
and FITS [89], although in the case of Galileo metadata files are stored separately on the file
system alongside raw data. This separation simplifies data management: indexing, lookups, and
queries all operate on metadata, while storage and modification operations occur on the blocks
themselves. The division also makes it possible to load and retain metadata information in main
memory without needing to read an entire block from disk. Blocks support GZIP compression and
decompression, which is useful for conserving disk space and reducing network transfer times.
Instead of a single large directory containing all the blocks present on a machine, blocks are
separated into a hierarchical directory structure based on their metadata. As the number of files
in a directory increases, reading directory indexes becomes more time-consuming, so this struc-
ture spreads data across multiple directories to improve performance. The structure also makes it
possible to glean some of a block’s metadata simply by knowing its location in the hierarchy on
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disk. In the case of massive datasets where not all the metadata in the system can be stored in main
memory or after a failure has occurred, the hierarchy makes it possible to start searching from a
starting point that is already close to the desired information.
The initial directory structure is as follows: beginning with temporal information, the year as-
sociated with the block is used to determine the directory under the first (root) storage directory for
data in the system. Months, days, and hours are used to further sub-divide the directory structure;
each year directory contains twelve month directories, and each month directory contains up to
31 days, and so on. Since temporal information could include a range of times, the beginning of
the range is used for the disk hierarchy. The next level of subdirectories is determined by using
the data’s spatial information represented as a Geohash. The precision of these strings determines
the number of subdirectories created on the file system, and can be automatically tuned by Galileo
to cope with different geographical dispersions of data. If incoming data does not fit into the
configured directory structure, it is automatically split into separate blocks by the system.
Our storage scheme offers a few advantages over using one large, contiguous file for storing
blocks. For instance, the hierarchy encodes partial metadata in directory names that is available
without needing to read any files directly. In addition, this scheme makes the storage format
flexible; we can incorporate support for additional formats such as NetCDF [86], HDF5 [87],
or FITS [89] easily without needing to overhaul major parts of the system. When non-native
formats are stored, a block simply acts as a container of raw data. Since blocks are stored on top
of the host file system, any benefits the file system provides will also benefit Galileo. Caching
of frequently used blocks can be handled by the host operating system as long as it supports a
caching mechanism. Performance characteristics of file systems often involve trade-offs, so this
scheme allows the underlying file system to be changed to better match specific workloads, if
necessary. For instance, ReiserFS [90] supports dynamic allocation of file system inodes, which
can be helpful in situations where a large number of files are being stored.
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3.3 Fault Tolerance and Journaling
Making changes to the underlying data structures in Galileo often requires several disk opera-
tions. Power failures or system crashes that take place during such operations can leave these data
structures in an inconsistent, partially-modified state; the use of journaling safeguards against such
uncertainties. Every change committed to Galileo is preceded by an update to the system journal.
In the case of failures, the journal serves as a checkpoint and the entire journal is read from disk to
determine the last operation that was taking place before the failure occurred. Once the pre-failure
state has been determined, the operation can be completed, if possible, or rolled back if the data
required to complete the operation was lost during the failure.
Each storage node in Galileo executes a separate thread that oversees the verification and repli-
cation of data. The designers of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) at Yahoo! observed that
around 0.8 percent of their nodes fail each month and that with a replication level of three, the
probability of losing a file during one year is less than 0.005 [36]. Therefore, it is ideal to allocate
at least three machines per group since replication is done at the group level.
Within a group, machines act as a circular buffer. The parent node for a block will receive the
first copy of the block, store it, and then forward the block on to its neighbor. The neighbor then
stores and forwards the block on to its neighbor, continuing until the configured replication level
is achieved. In the case of machines acting as multiple virtual nodes in the system, the data is
forwarded on to the next non-virtual node. This scheme has a few advantages. For one, network
load is distributed evenly among nodes participating in replication since multiple copies do not
need to be sent to the system directly. Additionally, the parent node will know where replicas
will be stored without needing to communicate with any other nodes. Replicated blocks are not
included in query results.
Since groups in the system are often formed based on rack locality or some other geographic
locality, it can be advantageous to replicate across groups as well. Cross-group replication can be
configured manually to guarantee that at least one replica is placed in a different geographic loca-
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tion so data is not lost in scenarios where an entire data center goes down. In cases where groups
are already geographically dispersed, the system can handle cross-group replication automatically.
When corruption is detected using checksums stored in metadata files, a node may request a
replica from its neighbor. Replication requests are logged and used to determine if a particular
node is experiencing a higher rate of corruption than the rest of the nodes. In cases where a node
has been determined to be faulty based on its corruption rate, it can be automatically removed from
the system.
3.4 Information Retrieval
As described previously, DHTs generally do not offer support for expressive queries due to
their retrieval operations being tightly coupled with data partitioning. However, Galileo provides
support for additional indexing operations to be applied on observations after they are stored.
These indexes are part of a configurable plugin architecture, and allow: (1) reduction of distributed
queries’ search space, and (2) local retrieval of specific data points on storage nodes.
As multidimensional data points are streamed into the system, they are organized to form a
chain of feature values. Figure 3.5 demonstrates such a chain for an atmospheric observation











Figure 3.5: A chain of features derived from a multidimensional observation.
Note that each chain ends with a pointer to the raw data (a Galileo file block) associated with
the observation. After creation, these chains are inserted into a tree that bears some resemblance
to a standard UNIX file system, but with a predetermined hierarchy; humidity may be placed at
the root of the tree, followed by the time of observation, and so on. These trees form the basis
of the indexes used in Galileo for retrievals. To query the trees, exact values (or ranges) may be
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Figure 3.6: Two different orientations of the same index. Circles represent temporal objects, squares repre-
sent spatial objects, and diamonds represent feature information.
specified, or if no value is specified for a particular feature then the entire feature plane (level of
the hierarchy) is traversed. Queries that are more specific select a finer-grained subset of vertices,
and the leaves of the tree contain file blocks of interest.
There are two unique properties of this indexing strategy: first, similar paths can reuse vertices
in the tree, which reduces memory consumption and speeds up traversals. Second, the trees may
be reoriented to achieve desired performance profiles; for instance, some applications may place
a higher importance on temporal information and decide to use it as the root of the tree, which
is where traversals begin. On the other hand, there may be applications or users that wish to
select a specific geographic region and then traverse through the temporal data within that region,
so the tree would be reoriented with spatial information as the root. Figure 3.6 illustrates the
reorientation process on an example tree. User-defined features and devices are also part of the
dataset, so applications will know what kind of data is available without reading it first. This
makes it possible to request all data from a particular type of sensor within a certain spatial region,
or to request all readings from a specific date range. The tree can also be reoriented mid-traversal.
Since Galileo expects to have data being continuously streamed into the system, it also provides
a callback mechanism to inform clients when their datasets change. To exploit this functionality,
clients register their queries with the system and then incoming data can be evaluated as it arrives
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at the storage nodes. If new data matches the query, its metadata is streamed back to the client for
inspection and manipulation [24, 91].
While this hierarchical, tree-based approach makes it possible to execute expressive queries
over multidimensional observations, voluminous datasets contain billions of data points that will
produce trillions of vertices and edges. Chapter 4 outlines our development of this indexing and




Metadata Extraction and Indexing
Galileo handles a variety of data types: temporal and geospatial, along with multidimensional
feature data that can be composed of booleans, intervals, floating points, integers, and strings. Two
key data structures that underpin indexing operations in the system are analytic base trees (ABTs)
and geoavailability grids (described in detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.4, respectively). Given the size
of the datasets we consider in this work, storing every data point in memory is not feasible, which
underscores a key trade-off between timeliness and accuracy. Systems that strive for completely
accurate results will require frequent disk I/O, which is orders of magnitude slower than modern
CPUs and memory architectures. On the other hand, results that do not achieve an acceptable level
of accuracy are simply not useful. The crux of these indexing approaches is to strike a balance
between accuracy and timeliness, while leveraging in-memory summaries or sketches to provide a
compact, accurate, and low-latency representation of the data.
4.1 Hierarchical Feature Index: Analytic Base Trees
As previously outlined, Galileo extracts metadata from incoming records and organizes it in
hierarchical, tree-based indexes to enable fast query resolution and retrievals. Each level in the hi-
erarchy manages a unique feature type, with queries drilling down through the hierarchy to locate
observations of interest. This approach: (1) facilitates the storage of multidimensional data points,
(2) allows expressive queries to select particular subsets of the tree, and (3) reduces memory con-
sumption for similar paths through vertex reuse. However, when faced with large, diverse datasets,
this approach becomes unwieldy due to its memory consumption; high variation in feature values
reduces vertex reuse, and datasets that contain several different features require additional levels
in the hierarchy, increasing the fan-out of the tree.
To cope with these situations, vertices are assigned to configurable ranges of values called tick








Storage Node (Global ABT)
File Location (Local ABT)
Figure 4.1: An example analytic base tree with variable tick mark granularities; traversals lead to the
location(s) of files in the network (in the global ABT) or on disk (in the local ABT).
values being condensed to a single index entry — values of 0.091 and 0.092 might be stored on a
vertex managing values from 0.0 to 0.1, for instance. These tick marks can be chosen explicitly by
the user or generated autonomously by the system. Figure 4.1 demonstrates an ABT with variable
tick mark ranges associated with each vertex. By leveraging tick marks, vertex reuse increases,
allowing more information to be stored in the ABT at the expense of accuracy. Note, however, that
full resolution file blocks are still maintained on disk.
The ABT operates in two modes: a local, high-resolution version for retrieving raw data from
the disk, and a global, coarse-grained version for determining which storage nodes in the system
hold relevant data. In a steady state (i.e., no new files are being added to the system), the global
ABT is identical across all storage nodes, while local ABTs are unique. This variable precision is
achieved through our quantization process, and allows for approximate or exploratory queries that
access the appropriate data structures based on user requirements. Global lookups are fast but less
accurate, local lookups require more nodes to participate but return higher-resolution trees, and
disk accesses provide an option for traditional, full-resolution retrievals at the cost of additional
I/O and processing latency.
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Table 4.1: Sample granularity configurations for the global ABT: values represent tick mark ranges.





One approach for mapping a large range of values to a discrete set (called quantization) is
to divide the range of possible values across fixed intervals. Galileo can be configured to quan-
tize features differently depending on their properties; Table 4.1 provides three sample tick mark
granularities for temperature and humidity values. The “coarse” granularity allocates temperature
readings within ranges of 10 Kelvin and humidity levels within ranges of 5%. This effectively
places all temperatures from 300-309 K into one group, 310-319 K into another group, and so on.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates how increasing or decreasing the granularity of the tick marks impacts
query performance of the global ABT. In this benchmark, we assumed that the query does not
contain any geospatial information and therefore the destination group cannot be ascertained from
the query parameters. In this worst-case scenario, the figure shows the average reduction in search
space as additional features are specified in the query. If an approximate geospatial location is pro-
vided, no more than 17% of the nodes in the 6-group system (48 nodes) used for this benchmark
will be contacted. The search space within a group can also be reduced similarly as more dimen-
sions are added. Table 4.2 contains statistics on how vertices, edges, and memory consumption
increase as granularity increases.
4.1.2 Autonomous Tick Mark Reconfiguration
While our sample tick marks provide a point of reference for how ABTs behave under different
configurations, production settings often involve datasets with hundreds of features that cannot be
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Table 4.2: Tree statistics with variable tick mark granularities.
Index Granularity Memory (Megabytes) Vertices Edges
Coarse 1.8 13,927 193,348
Medium 6.3 56,967 614,627
Fine 38.0 454,569 2,267,984
1 2 3 4








































Figure 4.2: Global ABT search space reduction with variable tick mark granularities as more dimensions
are specified in the query.
adjusted manually by the user. Additionally, each feature may exhibit a different distribution of
values that is best represented by tick marks of variable size. To compensate for these factors, tick
mark ranges in the ABTs are autonomously created rather than relying on preconfigured ranges
[92]. This optimization helps improve the overall accuracy of traversals, thereby reducing the
number of storage nodes that must be contacted during a distributed query. This property improves
the performance of queries; regularly-accessed files and readings with frequently-observed values
are given priority by the algorithm, improving their precision.
Tick mark granularities are modified based on two metrics: the distribution of feature values in
new files, and observed trends from previous queries. Both of these events are considered hits that
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Figure 4.3: Dynamic index reconfiguration on vertices holding temperature values (in ◦C). In a tree with
four vertices, two receive 50% and 30% of the overall storage and retrieval requests. After reconfiguration,
load is balanced evenly across 10 vertices.
impact the load characteristics of individual vertices. If incoming samples are biased towards a
specific range of values grouped into a single vertex in the tree, the range will be split into separate
vertices to distribute load as uniformly as possible. Figure 4.3 illustrates how tick mark ranges are
split in the ABT.
ABT reconfiguration is facilitated through a dispersion function that calculates the imbalances
in load across vertices. In this work, we use the coefficient of variation (CV ) as our dispersion




Relatively high values of CV indicate high dispersion. When the CV across a level in the ABT
hierarchy cannot be substantially decreased by our splitting algorithm, the process stops until more
data is collected. In general, this process completes in less than a millisecond and can be managed
with a configurable upper bound on iterations. The algorithm executed in reverse, called vertex
reclamation, merges lesser-used vertices with their neighbors, decreasing the overall size of the
tree and keeping growth in check.
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Temperature Hit Probability Density
ABT Approximation
Figure 4.4: Error bounds on approximate results returned by a quantized ABT, with the probability density
of hits (query accesses or storage operations) on temperature values.
While modifying the ranges of tick marks in the ABT improves performance, it also ensures
that the ranges receiving a larger share of storage and retrieval requests will provide more accurate
results for approximate queries. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the error bounds for queries against
temperature values along with the observed probability density of hits across the values. For the
majority of queries, the ABT can provide results within ±1 Kelvin of the actual value.
4.1.3 Density-Based Quantization
Galileo storage nodes maintain an online kernel density estimation (KDE) for each feature type,
which provides an approximation of the features’ probability density functions (PDFs). We use
the oKDE library [93] to maintain these PDF estimates, which provides information on how each
variable is distributed, what the most common values are, and how likely particular ranges of values
will occur. The smoothing parameter used to create the PDF, called the bandwidth, is selected
autonomously using Silverman’s rule [94]. Silverman’s rule assumes that data tends to follow a
normal distribution, which is generally true for naturally-occurring observations. However, we
also allow the smoothing parameter to be selectively reconfigured for different problem types. To
account for evolution in the feature space, oKDE allows an optional forgetting factor to phase out
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old data over time, as well as a configurable compression to influence how much data is retained
in memory. This allows dynamic management of the memory-accuracy trade-off space associated
with each feature PDF. For our subject dataset, we found that evolution in the feature space did not
occur rapidly enough to require old data to be phased out, but we do adjust the compression level
based on memory constraints at the storage nodes.
PDF estimation can also be used to generate density-based tick marks. For each feature, PDFs
are used to create range boundaries that distribute data points uniformly across the tick marks.
Ticks are generated during system initialization, and updated periodically at run time if substantial
changes in the distributions occur. Updates are performed on an incremental, targeted basis, where
tick marks are either split in two or merged with a neighboring tick mark.
Figure 4.5 illustrates autonomous, density-based ABT quantization for the surface temperature
feature in our atmospheric test dataset: the highest densities of values are stored in the smallest
tick ranges (indicated by vertical lines under the curve), improving overall accuracy. To evaluate
accuracy, we compare the mean values of each tick mark with the actual, full-resolution data
points. Consequently, the standard error (σx̄) can also be calculated to judge the accuracy level
of the tick marks based on how well they represent the mean: σx̄ =
√
Sn/n2. This information
is provided alongside any query results returned by the system. During initialization, we calculate
the normalized error for each data point empirically (shown in the lower portion of Figure 4.5).
For values that are observed less frequently, the error rate is higher; temperatures from 240 – 260
Kelvin (-33.15 to -13.15 degrees Celsius) reach a normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) of
about 7%. However, approximately 80% of the values in the tree will be assigned to vertices with
an error of about 0.5%. In practice, this means that commonly-observed values will be within 0.25
Kelvin of their actual value.
Table 4.3 compares full-resolution and quantized trees generated from a month of data with
20 unique features, which include atmospheric information such as temperature, humidity, pre-






































Figure 4.5: Quantization of surface temperature values across 29 tick marks. Each tick mark is indicated
by a vertical line under the curve.
consumption by about 62.4%, which allows much more historical data and larger geographical
areas to be maintained by Galileo.
Table 4.3: Tree statistics before and after our dynamic quantization algorithm over one month of data.
Metric Original Quantized Change
Vertices 3,104,874 1,238,424 -60.1%
Edges 3,367,665 1,441,639 -57.2%
Leaves 262,792 203,216 -22.7%
Memory 1,710.6 MB 643.1 MB -62.4%
4.1.4 Modeling Temporal Intervals
While single points in time can be expressed easily through a hierarchy that accounts for var-
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Figure 4.6: Time intervals from samples in a spatial region (represented by the Geohash 9X) across a time
frame of two days, along with its tree-based equivalent for indexing purposes. Further descendant feature
vertices are excluded for brevity.
time requires a data structure that can handle two-dimensional boundaries. Additionally, a tree
based on time units requires the insertion of a large number of vertices and edges for individual
units of time, resulting in increased memory usage and slower traversals. Rather than addressing
the hierarchical nature of time representations directly, we chose to effectively flatten these inter-
vals into two entries in the tree (represented as POSIX time values): one level containing start
times, and a second level containing end times. For data points that consist of a single time value,
called timestamps, the start and end times of the interval are equal and only occupy a single vertex
in the tree. Figure 4.6 illustrates how time series data is incorporated into the ABTs in Galileo.
While many time series datasets that were generated by observational devices commonly deal with
uniform intervals, this approach supports non-uniform time spans as well.
By integrating time series information directly into the ABT, queries can be simplified to basic
numeric relationships. For example, a query to retrieve samples that fall within a timespan repre-
sented by (Tstart, Tend) would eliminate all vertices in the tree with time intervals that start after
Tend and end before Tstart.
Queries across time intervals are powerful, but some applications require non-contiguous queries,
such as “retrieve all samples gathered on the fifth day of each month in the year 2013.” To support
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this particular use case, time-based queries can also be defined using a date hierarchy along with
wild cards, such as:
Year=2013, Month=*, Day=5
In this scenario, the query is transformed into a set of non-contiguous intervals before being eval-
uated by the index in parallel.
Unlike most feature types, time is unique because new vertices must be continually added to
the ABT as data is generated. To manage the creation of vertices as they accumulate over time, we
rely on our dynamic reconfiguration algorithm with time-specific directives for collapsing older
or rarely-accessed intervals. Without specific accommodations for time, ABT tick marks may be
autonomously expanded into awkward increments, e.g., intervals of 63 minutes. Unless otherwise
configured, the system favors commonly-used fractions of time (values evenly divisible by five,
for example) when tuning the tree to produce divisions between vertices.
4.2 Increasing ABT Precision
By quantizing indexed values and reducing the overall search space, the global ABT enables
low-latency distributed queries across voluminous datasets. However, quantization with adaptive
tick mark boundaries results in a reduction of index fidelity. Furthermore, simply locating relevant
records is only the first step in most analytic processes; given a subset of the data, distributed
computations or batch processing must occur to glean insights from the dataset. To address these
use cases, the ABT incorporates knowledge extraction as part of the indexing process. As records
are streamed into the system, the ABT maintains a variety of statistics at each vertex that describe
the underlying data distributions and their interactions. Maintaining this information boosts index
fidelity, greatly improves the speed of queries meant to generate synopses, and serves as a platform
for development of additional functionality.
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4.2.1 Vertex Statistics
By placing incoming data points into discrete bins or “tick marks,” Galileo can index volu-
minous datasets quickly and evaluate queries without excessive memory consumption. While our
autonomous tick mark reconfiguration functionality does provide some degree of insight into the
data distributions, the ABT further improves expressiveness by calculating statistical synopses of
the information that was placed under each vertex. The synopses include:
• Number of data points placed at the vertex
• Smallest and largest values observed
• Mean, variance, and standard deviations
Given that the range of values placed at a vertex is generally small, these statistics provide finer-
grained insight into the behavior of the underlying data. Since new information is continually
streaming into the system, we use the online method proposed by Welford [95] to avoid re-
calculating these values each time a new data point is added. This involves maintaining the count of
samples observed thus far, n, along with the current mean of the values, x̄, and the sum of squares
of differences from the current mean, Sn. When a new data point xn is added at a particular vertex,
the components are updated as follows:
x̄0 = 0, S0 = 0
x̄n = x̄n−1 +
xn − x̄n−1
n
Sn = Sn−1 + (xn − x̄n−1)(xn − x̄n)
Besides the observation count and running mean, this enables calculation of the variance and stan-









Our implementation of Welford’s method also maintains the sum of cross products between fea-
tures to track cross-feature relationships, such as the correlation between temperature values and
humidity. These calculations are lightweight, enabling us to update statistics for each vertex af-
fected by the insertion of a new multidimensional data point efficiently. In situations that require
updates or removals, the running statistics can be adjusted by effectively reversing the procedure
outlined above. When a query or system operation involves multiple vertices, the statistics from
each vertex can be merged to provide an aggregate summary. A sample merge operation of vertices
A and B follows:





SA + SB + nAnB(x̄A − x̄B)2
n′
Table 4.4 evaluates the performance of this algorithm by testing each operation over 1000 iterations
and averaging their computational overhead in microseconds. Updating the statistics consumes the
most CPU time because it triggers several calculations, but all five operations (update statistics,
remove data point, calculate mean and standard deviation, merge two instances) complete in less
than a microsecond on average; even while accounting for additional traversal overhead, updating
an ABT with 100 unique features takes less than 1 ms.
Figure 4.7 contains a demonstration ABT populated with five records from our dataset that were
extracted from Florida, USA, in July of 2013. Each record contains three dimensions: temperature,
cloud cover, and humidity. The feature values of the paths are shown in Table 4.5, identified by the
letters A through E. Note that each level in the tree contains a particular feature type, and that the
summary count at each level sums to the total number of data points seen at the parent vertex.
Table 4.6 provides an intuition for how summaries in the ABT change over time by updating
each statistic at the 50-100% cloud cover vertex (marked ∆ in Figure 4.7) as the paths in Table 4.5
were inserted. Column A contains the vertex state with only one data point (66%). Note that the
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Table 4.4: A performance evaluation of vertex statistics maintenance operations, averaged over 1000 itera-
tions.
Operation Mean Time (µs) Standard Deviation (µs)
Add Data Point 0.942 0.137
Remove Data Point 0.913 0.126
Calculate Standard Deviation 0.416 0.023
Calculate Mean 0.339 0.025
Merge Instances 0.279 0.018
Table 4.5: Sample multidimensional data points used to create the ABT shown in Figure 4.7.
Path Temperature Cloud Cover Humidity
A 295.4 K 66.0% 88.0%
B 296.6 K 64.0% 100.0%
C 294.5 K 72.0% 71.0%
D 293.9 K 20.0% 79.0%
E 294.1 K 100.0% 85.0%
count increases up until column D, where the path insertion did not involve the particular vertex
being used for demonstration. Once path E has been inserted, the summary statistics match those
shown in Figure 4.7.
4.2.2 Managing Vertex Specificity
Merging summary statistics across vertices enables Galileo to provide both a coarse- and fine-
grained vantage point over the entire dataset: when a linear correlation or event of interest only
occurs under specific conditions, statistics at the appropriate leaf vertices capture relationships
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Figure 4.7: A sample ABT populated with multidimensional data points from Table 4.5. File/node pointers
are omitted for brevity.
Table 4.6: A step-by-step view of ABT statistics at the cloud cover node handling values from 50-100%
(denoted by ∆ in Figure 4.7) as each successive path from Table 4.5 is inserted into the tree.
Statistic A B C D E
Count 1 2 3 3 4
Min 66.0 64.0 64.0 64.0 64.0
Max 66.0 66.0 72.0 72.0 100.0
Mean (µ) 66.0 65.0 67.3 67.3 75.5
St. Dev. (σ) 0.0 1.0 3.3 3.3 14.4
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Specificity
Figure 4.8: Two ABTs modeling the same data with different orientations. Vertices near the top of the
hierarchy contain generalized information, whereas vertices closer to the bottom are highly specific.
tree tend to capture highly general information about the subtrees beneath them. By managing
the inherent trade-offs of this specificity gradient, we can ensure accuracy is maintained while im-
proving query response times and overall system performance. Figure 4.8 illustrates this concept,
where two sample trees have been constructed using the same data but different orientations. Ver-
tices in the figure are highlighted with four different colors to represent four unique feature types;
as vertex positions change their respective counts change accordingly.
ABT orientations are configured manually by the user or dynamically based on usage trends
observed by the system. This requires reorienting the tree to place the desired fine-grained syn-
opses at the leaf nodes, while the coarse-grained synopses are placed near the top of the hierarchy.
For example, if a large quantity of queries involves the average temperature of a region, placing
temperature vertices at the top of the hierarchy would avoid traversing further through the tree. On
the other hand, if a feature is always accessed along with many other features (such as a request for
subtrees containing a snow depth greater than 1 cm, temperatures less than 0◦ C, and a time span
of November through February) then it should be placed towards the bottom. Galileo maintains a
table of query feature sets to monitor these trends. Additionally, ensuring the tree can be reoriented
requires each leaf node to maintain path synopses that track each incoming path so vertex statistics
can be redistributed during a reorientation.
Table 4.7 highlights the differences in creation time, vertex count, and edge count between three
different tree orientations (listed hierarchically, with features abbreviated Humidity, Temperature,
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Wind speed, and Snow depth). The tree can be reoriented quickly to react to changing trends
and usage patterns, which is crucial in providing low-latency results for approximate queries. In
this test, creation time includes generating orientation-neutral paths and moving vertices into place
within the specified hierarchy.





H T W S 58.80 3.41 54,582 84,423
W T S H 49.99 2.81 31,706 61,547
S W H T 50.97 3.43 33,283 63,124
Figure 4.9 illustrates how traversal times vary across different orientations; while the SWHT
configuration provides the best overall performance, it may not be suitable in situations where
humidity values are frequently accessed (in which case, the HTWS configuration should be selected
instead). Each tree orientation has its own set of trade-offs that must be managed to achieve ideal
performance, and these trade-offs continually change over time.
4.3 ABT Retrievals
While the summary statistics and metadata in the ABT are lightweight and incur minimal
processing costs, they provide nuanced insights about the underlying dataset. Galileo includes rich
retrieval functionality to allow this information to be queried and used individually by end users,
aggregated across dimensions, or used to locate phenomena and features of interest autonomously.
Queries are implemented as dynamic MapReduce [23] computations that are pushed out to relevant
storage nodes for parallel evaluation. A query may involve subsets of the ABTs or outputs from
















   
   
   
   
   
   















Graph Orientation Query Times
Figure 4.9: Traversal times for random queries across three different global ABT orientations. Queries
ranged from broad (one value specified) to explicit (all feature values specified). Test permutations were
executed 1000 times.
4.3.1 Result Datasets
As noted previously, the first step of a distributed query in Galileo is to eliminate nodes that do
not contain relevant data from the search. This involves performing a lookup on the global ABT,
which receives state updates that are gossiped through the network in an eventually consistent
manner. While the search space reduction process does not guarantee that the remaining nodes
will always contain relevant information, it does not produce false negatives. An additional benefit
afforded by the summary statistics maintained at each vertex is that irrelevant storage nodes can be
detected with greater accuracy. For example, consider a query requesting records with humidity
QUERY Humidity, Temperature WHERE




    [Jun 15 2013 TO Jun 30 2013]
AS TABULAR
Figure 4.10: Example queries and requested output types. The first query retrieves temperature and humid-
ity statistics, whereas the second issues a model query to predict temperature values at Geohash DJ.
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values greater than 32%. In this case, a vertex that is responsible for data points ranging from
25-35% produces a positive match. However, if the vertex in question has a minimum value of
30%, the false positive can be avoided.
After the initial pruning process, queries are pushed to candidate storage nodes for evaluation
in the Map phase. Query results are represented by traversable subtrees or serialized model state
information, which is then merged by a subset of the nodes in the Reduce phase before being
streamed back to the client. ABT statistics facilitate the reduction phase by providing additional
information about the data distributions of the query; if a single storage node contains a large
percentage of the records being queried, it is selected as a reducer to decrease serialization overhead
and network I/O.
The reduce phase operates in one of three modes depending on the end user’s goals, require-
ments, or hardware constraints. These modes include the tabular layout, traversable tree, or sum-
mary tree. Modes are selected during query submission, and each has its own set of trade-offs and
use cases:
• A Tabular Layout, which provides raw outputs with minimal post-processing occurring in
the reduce phase. Results are streamed as table rows (similar to a CSV file or entries in a
relational database) directly to clients.
• Traversable Trees that retain relationships between records. Tree paths that appear more
than once are represented as a single path, reducing output sizes.
• Summary Trees that merge ABT vertices at the same level in the feature hierarchy to sum-
marize the data with fewer records.
The differences between each of these output types are shown in Figure 4.11. Tabular records
are best suited for model outputs or streaming applications that prioritize fast responses, while the
traversable trees offer additional data inspection and exploration features at smaller output sizes.
Summary trees are ideal for fast, ad-hoc exploration and analysis of the feature space, allowing




(B) Traversable Result Tree
(C) Summary Tree
Figure 4.11: Output dataset types supported by Galileo. Intermediate results (left) are transformed by the
multi-stage MapReduce process into the final output data structures (right).
Global ABT queries are fast because they require clients to only contact a single node in the
system and report synopses rather than complete results. In our test configuration, an ABT query
can take as little as 3.2 ms on average to report a negative result (zero matching files). Table
4.8 provides latency statistics across a broad range of randomized queries evaluated by the global
ABT, and also shows the amount of time rigorous queries would take (which were extended from
approximate queries). Note that while a rigorous query must include a vertex for every result,
approximate queries describe a range of values and their respective densities in a single vertex,
resulting in faster response times.
Path Prediction Using Bloom Filters
For situations where a query would not return any results, we developed an optimization
to enable short-circuit evaluation of requests without traversing the tree called path prediction.
This functionality is made possible by generalizing incoming queries across vertex ranges into
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Table 4.8: Approximate and rigorous query timing results, averaged over 1000 iterations.
Results
Approximate Query (ms) Rigorous Query (ms)
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev
0 3.20 0.50 7.65 2.41
25,000 4.59 1.22 139.31 3.84
50,000 6.92 1.36 264.62 2.92
100,000 13.12 3.90 521.01 4.80
200,000 18.77 2.39 922.20 10.36
orientation-neutral paths, and then testing to determine if the path is present in the tree using a
Bloom filter [96]. Bloom filters are a space-efficient way to determine whether an element is
present in a set. The filter may produce false positives, but never false negatives, making it an
excellent way to resolve queries that do not match any vertices.
Bloom filters are backed by a bit vector and several hash functions. When a new observation
is inserted into the filter, it is hashed by each function to produce multiple output values. These
outputs are then mapped to the bit vector as array positions, with each position updated and set to a
1. To determine whether an observation was previously inserted, it is hashed and the corresponding
array positions are checked. If each position is set to 1 then the observation may have been seen
previously; if not, then the bloom filter will return a definitive negative result.
Path prediction involves complete tree paths rather than individual elements and is also applied
on vertex ranges rather than discrete values. This allows the bloom filter to be relatively small while
maintaining accuracy. The size of the filter and number of hash functions used is influenced by the
amount of vertices in the global ABT, and is resized or reconfigured during dynamic dimensionality
updates. Path metadata is sorted and structured such that two paths containing the same feature
values in a different order will be processed identically by the bloom filter.
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To enable fast evaluation using path prediction, we devised a serialization format that allows
the raw path data to be fed to the bloom filter directly. Since the number of hash functions used by
the bloom filter stays fixed, as well as the raw path data being of similar sizes, the time consumed
checking for a non-matching path stays consistent as long as the number of dimensions being
indexed does not change. In our test environment, a path prediction could be performed in as little
as 0.01ms, with a standard deviation of 0.0001.
4.3.2 ModelTrees
While the ABT provides a wealth of information about the underlying dataset, its interfaces
and functionality also form the basis for more advanced models that facilitate analytic queries.
Both exploratory and predictive queries (discussed extensively in the following chapter) build on
this technology, with online models ranging from correlation analysis and two-dimensional lin-
ear regression to neural networks and ARIMA forecasting. Exploratory queries often involve the
discovery of unknown patterns or attributes in the dataset expressed as two-dimensional relation-
ships, so we ensure our summary statistics instances are available at every vertex. On the other
hand, predictive queries are intended for situations that require guidance from the user to define
the problem domain; while a multiple linear regression or ARIMA model could incorporate every
reading received at a storage node, targeted insights are usually much more valuable. Predictive
models involve two major phases: creation and maintenance.
During the creation of predictive models, ModelTrees are used to constrain the scope of model
inputs to particular subsets of the ABT. User-defined queries filter and select the vertices that com-
pose a ModelTree, resulting in a bounded “view” of the overall dataset. In cases where historical
data is required for training, creation of a ModelTree may involve disk accesses. Once the Model-
Tree is created, nodes under its purview will trigger the maintenance process as they receive new
observations. Maintenance intervals determine how often the models are updated, which can be
continuous, periodical, or performed based on the availability of a specific number of observations.
By default, models are constrained to the same size geographical regions as storage node groups
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(1030 × 620 km in this study) and 12-month time spans, but any geographical, chronological, or
feature scope can be incorporated.
Limits on both the scope of model inputs and their lifetimes can be specified by the system
administrator to manage resource usage. By default, ModelTrees that have been unused for more
than 24 hours are automatically garbage collected and removed from main memory. However, state
variables and model calculations generally require consistent and predictable amounts of memory
and CPU time, so resource limits can be configured to allow certain models to be maintained for
longer time spans (or even indefinitely, with removal performed manually). If storage space is
available, these models can also be serialized to disk for future use. In situations where models
incorporate future observations, their lifetimes are specified upfront during creation.
To distribute workloads and exploit data parallelism, models with inputs that span multiple
storage nodes are maintained separately and can also be queried independently to analyze how
different geographic regions or distributions of the data impact the models. However, the most
common query pattern involves merging model instances prior to their use to generate an aggregate
model. This process is carried out in parallel by our MapReduce framework.
4.3.3 Query Performance Evaluation
To evaluate ABT retrieval performance, we ran an end-to-end benchmark that queried a random
20 by 30 kilometer geographic region with random temperature, humidity, wind speed, and snow
depth features. Once submitted to the system, the node receiving the query determines relevant
storage nodes by traversing the global ABT and returns a list of nodes to the client. Using the
list, the client submits requests to the cluster and waits until the results have been received, which
concludes the test. Table 4.9 provides timing information for the initial query that results in a
traversal through the ABT as well as the time it takes to complete the query and transfer the
requested data to a client. The mode of the number of machines contacted is reported as well; it
is clear that adding more machines incurs additional latency during a query operation. Since the
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queries in this test were random, it provides a good estimate of the worst-case performance of the
system for our particular dataset.
Table 4.9: End-to-end query test results. Each result is averaged over 100 runs.
Dataset Initial Query Nodes Complete Query
Size Time (ms) Std. Dev. (ms) Contacted Time (ms) Std. Dev. (ms)
1 0.202 0.001 1 0.89 0.33
250 0.203 0.001 2 22.59 3.72
500 0.203 0.001 3 28.31 4.02
1000 0.204 0.002 6 85.07 11.23
To complement our end-to-end benchmarks, we also compared the read and write through-
put of Galileo to Apache HBase [35] version 0.92.1, an open-source implementation of Google
BigTable [30]. We ran HBase on Hadoop [31] and HDFS version 1.0.3. We reimplemented our
storage strategy to fit the BigTable data model by using block UUIDs as our row key, prefixed with
a Geohash of the block’s spatial location. This ensures that rows are sorted using spatial locality.
Since HBase does not support range queries without scanning across records, we also modified our
indexing strategies to operate on top of HBase, which provided our test program with block UUIDs
that could be retrieved directly from the system. Each record from our dataset was approximately
8 KB in size. We also used the HBase Java API to communicate with the system rather than the
interactive shell or a third-party interface.
Table 4.10 compares the read throughput of Galileo and HBase. Queries were constrained to a
20-kilometer geographic region and then sent to both systems, with the HBase request submitted
as a single batch operation. Each test was performed 100 times on different spatial areas to balance
requests across the cluster. In the case of Galileo, no more than two groups were contacted per
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query. Read throughput was the primary area we aimed to improve with the global ABT; by
contacting fewer nodes, Galileo can provide fast retrievals.
Table 4.10: Read throughput comparison: Galileo vs HBase (averaged over 100 iterations).
Number Galileo HBase
of Blocks Read (ms) Std. Dev. (ms) Read (ms) Std. Dev. (ms)
1 0.89 0.33 0.97 0.07
250 22.59 3.72 172.65 48.43
500 28.31 4.02 479.12 456.01
1000 85.07 11.23 865.68 158.86
Write operations, outlined in Table 4.11, take longer but scale up similarly to the read results.
Data from a different spatial region was submitted to both systems for each of the 100 iterations
of this test. These tests dealt with data from North America starting roughly in California, United
States, and moved further toward the east coast with each iteration.
Table 4.11: Write throughput comparison: Galileo vs HBase (averaged over 100 iterations).
Number Galileo HBase
of Blocks Write (ms) Std. Dev (ms) Write (ms) Std. Dev. (ms)
1 0.94 0.42 5.18 0.03
250 146.33 13.62 627.71 120.03
500 232.80 14.20 1,138.09 208.61
1000 409.79 14.91 2,442.61 414.26
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This benchmark illustrates the stark difference in intended use cases between Galileo and
HBase. Galileo is mainly concerned with retrieving large amounts of small files based on their
metadata and transferring them to client applications, whereas HBase deals primarily with sparse,
semi-structured or unstructured data for processing operations. The two systems could be used
in similar areas, but they have much different data models that may fit some problems better than
others. Ultimately, this benchmark shows that there is a niche in current state-of-the-art distributed
storage systems than can be filled by Galileo.
Non-Blocking I/O and Concurrent Workloads
Galileo was designed around a non-blocking event-based architecture, a popular approach for
handling substantial amounts of concurrent requests. Many of the servers addressing the c10k
problem [97] use non-blocking I/O to support a large number of simultaneous clients. In this class
of problem, the network interface becomes the bottleneck rather than the CPU: when each client
requests a 4 KB file every second, a Galileo storage node can manage around 32,000 concurrent
clients with a single gigabit interface, and upwards of 64,000 clients on dual gigabit interfaces
using link aggregation. While web-centric server benchmarks like c10k are useful in measuring
the scalability of a server, they do not fully capture the usage profile Galileo is intended for. In
many cases, thousands of files will be requested in a single query, and approximation features
generally trade higher CPU utilization for fewer disk accesses and reduced latency.
To evaluate the scalability of our approximate query processing engine, we designed a set of
benchmarks that were inspired by the c10k problem. In these tests, a steadily-increasing number of
clients connected to the node and began submitting randomized queries every second. The requests
contained combinations of approximate query types, which consisted of:
• 55% Range queries
• 20% Fuzzy queries (explored in detail in §5.1.3)
• 20% Exact-match (equality) queries and 5% inequality queries
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Each of the aforementioned queries stress the system differently. Inequality queries exclude
only a single record from a given feature type, so their use was limited to avoid scenarios where
almost all the data on the storage node was retrieved. On the other hand, range queries are the sec-
ond most computationally intensive query type, and were selected frequently in our tests to help
illustrate real-world performance under high load situations. Finally, the entire dataset was in-
spected to ensure the randomized ranges being used were reasonable for each feature type; relative
humidities were limited to the range of 0-100%, temperatures did not exceed 60◦ C, etc. Results
were streamed back to the client as traversable result trees.
To stress the system under varying usage conditions, we also conducted tests that interleaved a
configurable amount of storage and query operations. Figure 4.12 shows the results for the base-
line query-only workload, along with benchmarks that were composed of 50% and 75% storage
operations. The number of queries per second submitted by each client was held constant across
the three tests; i.e., the 50% query, 50% storage benchmark saw each node processing about 4,000
client requests per second at its maximum throughput due to the additional storage operations.
A high level of concurrency was achieved in the storage tests as threads blocked on I/O could
be interleaved with those doing query processing operations: for instance, the 25% query, 75%
storage workload increased total requests from the baseline by about 70% while query through-
put decreased by only 15%. For the three test cases discussed, the system reached its peak query
throughput at 2,170, 1,980, and 1,820 concurrent clients per server, respectively.
Table 4.12 reports the minimum, maximum, and average response times observed by client ap-
plications while our 48-node cluster was managing 50,000 concurrent connections. Although the
random nature of the queries being evaluated caused response times to fluctuate, an average of the
results indicated a slight upward trend in latency as more storage requests were made. This out-
come matched our observations on the server side, and also underscores our emphasis on through-
put. While certain queries can consume a significant amount of processing time, the amount of
overall requests evaluated per second on each storage node remains fairly predictable over time.
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Table 4.12: Response times observed during concurrent workload tests (averaged over results observed by
the first 50,000 clients).
Response Time (ms)
Workload Min Max Mean
100% Query Evaluation 0.42 35.11 4.82
50% Q. Eval., 50% Storage 0.47 91.63 6.21
25% Q. Eval., 75% Storage 0.52 184.22 9.87
















50% Q. Eval., 50% Storage
25% Q. Eval, 75% Storage
Concurrent Query Throughput (Per Storage Node)
Figure 4.12: Query evaluation throughput at a single storage node as additional clients connect. Each client
sends one query per second, with a configurable amount of storage requests interleaved.
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4.4 Spatial Index: Geoavailability Grids
Spatial indexing over voluminous, distributed datasets poses several unique challenges; a cen-
tral index server is a single point of failure and can become a bottleneck, but an index that is
shared across all nodes in the system causes consistency problems and excessive state exchange.
The R-tree [68] is commonly employed in non-distributed applications for spatial indexing due
to its speed and efficiency, but has a number of constraining properties that limit its scalability
in distributed applications. Using an R-tree as a global index for billions of files would require
a substantial amount of memory, along with a high number of distributed updates due to the fre-
quent rebalancing operations that take place within the tree. Additionally, splitting the tree across
a number of nodes and designing a storage network around the data structure is constraining and
latency-prone.
To overcome these scalability issues, we have developed the geoavailability grid, a distributed
spatial indexing data structure that is scalable and fault-tolerant [12, 13]. Geoavailability grids
translate points in space to a reduced-resolution coordinate system for indexing purposes. They
consist of a vector of bits (represented by the set {0, 1}) for a given spatial area. Each bit represents
a location, and its on-off state indicates whether or not information has been stored there. Due
to their concise nature, bitmap indexes have seen considerable research and usage in relational
database systems [98], decision support systems [99], and data warehousing [100].
4.4.1 Geocoding
We leverage the Geohash [11] algorithm not only for data partitioning, but also to provide a
coarse-grained representation of spatial entities in the system. Quad Trees [101] or the OpenPost-
code [102] algorithm could be used to achieve similar results. Using a geocoding algorithm is an
essential component of our spatial indexing scheme because it determines the ranges of informa-
tion that must be stored in each instance of the index. With our test dataset, the first two Geohash
characters of a spatial location are used to determine the group of nodes responsible for storing the
data. This has two benefits: specifying the first two characters (10 bits) of a Geohash can signif-
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icantly reduce the search space for spatial queries without additional indexing, and it also means
that individual nodes can exclude information from their geoavailability grids that lies outside their
geographic scope.
4.4.2 Generating the Spatial Index: Geoavailability Grids
Geoavailability grids are initially configured with a width and height based on geocoding gran-
ularity. For example, if a gridded dataset contains readings at intervals of around 30 km, approxi-
mately 32 bits of Geohash precision would be required to place samples in separate bins. Choosing
an appropriate granularity is highly dependent on the type of information being stored and the in-
tended analysis that will be performed on the data. Finer-grained resolutions allow more specific
queries to be resolved, but also increase the overall size of the index.
Each feature of interest (such as humidity or temperature) is accompanied by a unique geoavail-
ability grid on a per-node basis, enabling queries to distinguish between different feature types. For
situations where there is a reading present for every type, a catch-all geoavailability grid is gener-
ated autonomously to reduce the overall number of bits set in each grid.
For our test dataset, spatial locations are represented by 30-bit Geohashes. After accounting
for the first 10 bits that are used to determine group membership, the remaining 20 bits are used to
populate the geoavailability grids on each node in the system:
9xct1q = 01001 11101︸ ︷︷ ︸
Group Hash
01011 11001 00001 10110︸ ︷︷ ︸
Location in Bitmap Index
This is accomplished by mapping spatial coordinates to their closest bitmap coordinates, and
ensuring that the relevant bitmap location is set to a 1 to indicate that one or more data points are
present in the location. 20 bits of precision corresponds to 220 Geohash buckets, which is the total
number of bits in each index instance. Since Geohashes interleave latitude and longitude values,
the width and height proportion of the index changes with each additional bit. Therefore, an index
of n Geohash bits would have a width of 2bn/2c and a height of 2dn/2e. Figure 4.13 illustrates how
an example geographic region could be represented as a geoavailability grid.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Figure 4.13: Data points in a geographic region (left), with the corresponding geoavailability grid (right).
4.4.3 Compressing the Index
Each node in the system manages several index bitmaps for the geographic region under its
purview. The bitmaps are distributed across all the nodes in the cluster to ensure that (1) every
node in the system is capable of servicing queries, and (2) a node failure does not affect lookup
capabilities. This means that the memory consumed by the bitmaps must be low; continually
exchanging large amounts of information between nodes is inefficient and reduces the speed of
index propagation.
While bitmap indexes support a wide variety of data types, the sheer number of bits required
for these representations can prove to be problematic both in memory consumption and processing
times for bitwise operations. Extensive research has been conducted on compressed bitmaps, from
simple run-length encoding to more advanced schemes such as CONCISE [103] or Word-Aligned
Hybrid (WAH) [104]. In this work, we use the Enhanced Word-Aligned Hybrid (EWAH) com-
pression scheme [105,106] to reduce the effective sizes of our bitmaps. EWAH was chosen due to
the compression ratios it achieved on our dataset and its relative speed. Table 4.13 illustrates the
difference between uncompressed and compressed bitmap representations for our entire dataset.
For gridded data, higher resolutions (derived from the second half of the Geohash bits) increase
the sparsity of the index and improve compressibility.
Compressed bitmaps are somewhat unique in that they generally do not require decompression
before processing occurs. In fact, compression can often speed up bitwise operations. Due to the
differences in performance observed across the available bitmap compression algorithms, we pro-
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Table 4.13: Bitmap Compression results for 15-, 20-, and 25-bit Indexes




vide a universal interface that allows the underlying bitmap representation of a geoavailability grid
to be changed at runtime or during initial system configuration – one such alternative is Roaring
Bitmaps [107].
4.4.4 Updating the Geoavailability Grid
To ensure that new files’ spatial information is disseminated rapidly, geoavailability grid up-
dates are gossiped between groups on a regular basis along with other state information. An update
consists of a set of bits that have changed since the publication of the previous update. If a stor-
age node finds itself out of sync with the current updates, neighboring peers can also generate
an update or transmit an entire copy of the index. The update interval and maximum number
of unpublished updates are configurable parameters depending on network capacity and desired
consistency characteristics.
Creating an update involves performing an XOR (⊕) operation on the current index ic and the
previous index state ip, which produces a set of update bits u that will be relayed to peer nodes:
ic⊕ ip = u. When an update is received at a peer, it can be applied by performing an XOR between
the update and the current copy of the remote index (u⊕ ip = ic). The latest index version number
and a checksum are also included in an update message to help ensure consistency. Updates are
compressed in the same manner as the indexes, meaning that they generally consume a minimal
amount of space; Table 4.14 contains update sizes (including the version number and checksum)
for different amounts of new data points that were added in random spatial locations over a 20-bit
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Geohash region. A single update will always have a size of 36 bytes since only one bit is set in the
compressed bitmap.
Table 4.14: Geoavailability grid update sizes, averaged over 1000 iterations





Random updates represent an approximate worst case in terms of message size because the
likelihood of an existing bitmap location already being occupied is low; after all, new files that fall
within a spatial range already covered by the geoavailability grid do not require any updates to be
transmitted. With our test dataset, storage nodes were responsible for approximately 5000 unique
bitmap locations on average over the lifetime of the cluster, which would only require about five
1000-bit updates.
One contributing factor in the efficiency of bitmap representations is the bit-level parallelism
that can be exploited while evaluating bitwise operations. This property speeds up the creation
and application of updates; considering the update sizes and their processing times, keeping the
geoavailability grid up-to-date is mostly a function of network latencies. To demonstrate this, we
created and applied updates of size 1, 10, 100, and 1000 and averaged the results over 1000 trials.
Table 4.15 demonstrates these processing times. In general, the number of modifications has little
effect on processing times for both the creation and application of the updates.
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Table 4.15: Update creation and application times for bitwise operations, averaged over 1000 iterations
Creating Applying
Modifications Time (ms) Std. Dev. Time (ms) Std. Dev.
1 0.32 0.03 0.18 0.05
10 0.32 0.04 0.19 0.01
100 0.33 0.11 0.20 0.08
1000 0.33 0.08 0.19 0.03
4.5 Spatial Retrievals
Once spatial data has been indexed in geoavailability grids at each storage node, the system
can evaluate user-defined geospatial queries derived from polygons surrounding areas of interest.
Queries can also contain ranges or exact values of various features to help further reduce the search
space. Geospatial query evaluation in Galileo proceeds as follows:
1. A user submits a polygon to retrieve data from.
2. The query is decomposed into a number of subqueries by intersecting it with the geometry
each group of nodes is responsible for.
3. The geoavailability grids are consulted to determine if data may be available, eliminating
any irrelevant nodes.
4. Specified feature values or ranges are queried from the global ABT, allowing additional
reduction of the search space.
5. Subqueries are submitted to the remaining set of relevant nodes for evaluation.
4.5.1 Spatial Decomposition
Each group in Galileo is responsible for storing data pertaining to a particular geospatial region.
These regions are known by the other nodes in the system and maintained in memory as polygons.
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Figure 4.14: A query following the Mississippi river through the Louisiana area and along the shoreline in
the Gulf of Mexico (shown in red) decomposed into three subqueries across Geohash group boundaries.
To begin decomposing a spatial query, the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) is calculated for
the query geometry, which is the smallest rectangle that completely surrounds the query polygon.
Any group geometries that are overlapped by the query MBR are then intersected with the query
polygon. After the intersection operation, the remaining geometries are used to produce a set of
groups that are relevant to the query. Figure 4.14 illustrates this procedure.
Decomposing queries in this manner has multiple advantages. Small queries will naturally
involve fewer storage nodes, whereas larger queries that are represented by polygons spanning
greater geographic regions are processed in parallel across a number of groups. After decomposing
the query, geoavailability grids can be consulted to further reduce the search space.
While individual storage nodes can quickly query their internal data structures to determine if
relevant information is available, this step completely eliminates communication with nodes that




Before being evaluated against the collection of pertinent geoavailability grids, query polygons
must be projected onto a corresponding bitmap coordinate system. Once this process is complete,
a query bitmap is created using the polygon geometry.
To create a query bitmap, the spatial area covered by the geoavailability grid can be thought of
as a monochrome graphical canvas that will be drawn using standard graphics routines; using the
provided query polygon, the regions of interest are filled with color to set the relevant bits within
the polygon boundaries to 1. This effectively converts a user-provided polygon into a geoavail-
ability grid by leveraging existing graphical algorithms and any hardware acceleration available to
the system. In cases where large bitmaps are being generated, GPUs can be leveraged if support is
available. Another benefit of this strategy is that queries can easily be visualized. Table 4.16 con-
tains information on how long it takes to generate a query bitmap based on index resolution, which
is the primary factor involved when drawing query geometry at scale. For this benchmark, the
subquery polygon shown in Figure 4.14 for Geohash area 9V was converted into a query bitmap.
Table 4.16: Query bitmap creation times, averaged over 1000 iterations




While the exact precision of a Geohash is largely dependent on its particular location on the
globe, a precision of 25 bits equates to a region of about 230 by 150 meters. For coarser-grained
query bitmaps, the storage and processing times decrease. Figure 4.15 illustrates the benefits and
drawbacks associated with increasing or decreasing query bitmap resolution; while false positives
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Figure 4.15: Two different query bitmap granularities and an example query polygon. Finer-grained
bitmaps generally increase the amount of search space reduction that can be achieved at the cost of con-
suming more memory.
are less likely with a higher resolution, the memory consumed by the geoavailability grids also
increases.
Once a query bitmap has been obtained, evaluating the presence of relevant data within the
polygon boundaries is simple; a logical AND (∧) is performed between geoavailability grids (GG)
and the query bitmap (QB). If the resulting bitmap contains any bits set to 1, then there was a
region with relevant spatial data that overlapped the query geometry, and the subquery is passed
on to relevant storage nodes. In other words, if GG ∧ QB = {} for a particular storage node,
then it can safely be eliminated from the search without requiring any communication. Table 4.17
contains timing information for processing a geoavailability lookup, which involves several AND
operations.
Table 4.17: Geoavailability evaluation speed, averaged over 1000 runs against each group Geohash





A complete geoavailability evaluation returns a set of storage nodes that contain spatial infor-
mation within the query boundaries. This set is intersected with results from a global ABT lookup
of any other constraints specified by the user, which further reduces the search space by eliminat-
ing any destinations that cannot satisfy the entire query. Subqueries are submitted to the remaining
set of storage nodes for retrieval from local indexes.
4.5.3 Proximity and Nearest Neighbor Searches
While the queries described thus far enable flexible retrieval of geospatial information, they do
not account for situations where the desired geometry is not known at query time. This situation
occurs frequently in geographic information systems (GIS) or cartographic visualizations; for in-
stance, a user may wish to locate the nearest retail store that sells a particular range of products,
but cannot estimate the breadth of his/her search. In these cases, the query geometry is unknown
and the search is represented as a single starting coordinate pair. Additionally, proximity queries
imply priority in their search results: the closest matching points should be returned first, followed
by increasingly distant matches.
Given a pair of starting coordinates, proximity queries are evaluated by first checking the corre-
sponding geoavailability grid location. If the bit in this location is set, then the search can be imme-
diately evaluated by the storage node that contains information for the grid point. However, there
are often situations where the coarse-grained geoavailability grid cell that was referenced does not
contain matching information. In this case, circular query geometry is generated and centered over
the starting coordinate pair. To broaden the scope of the search, progressively larger annuli (donut-
shaped geometry) are evaluated against the geoavailability grids. This avoids re-querying areas
that have already been inspected previously by the algorithm. Figure 4.16a illustrates the process
behind evaluating a proximity query, with five iterations of the algorithm shown (including the
initial grid cell check).
Each subsequent query annulus retrieves information that is streamed back to clients incremen-
tally; the first results that a client receives will be the closest, followed by additional matches that
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: (a) Proximity query starting from a given point on a street corner (indicated by a cross) and
radiating outward with progressively wider-ranging query annuli; (b) query with boundaries constrained to
the geometry of DuPage County, Illinois, USA.
are located geographically further from the original coordinate pair. With 25-bit grids, 8 itera-
tions of the algorithm over a 50km region took 5.35ms with a standard deviation of 0.41ms when
averaged over 1000 runs. Using the same parameters on a single-node installation of MongoDB
2.4 [41], the operation took 56.95ms with a standard deviation of 4.53ms. One key performance
advantage of our proximity algorithm is that it does not require results to be collected and sorted
as a post-processing step.
This approach gives client applications flexibility: the query can be stopped when a particular
set of constraints have been met, or the rate at which the query is broadened can be increased to
produce more results. Alternatively, conditions for stopping the search can be provided at query
time.
Geographically Constrained Proximity Queries
In circumstances that require a proximity search within a specific geographic region, we pro-
vide geographically constrained proximity queries. As with a standard proximity query, a geo-
graphically constrained search begins with an origin point and radiates outward to discover more
information, but is limited to a particular set of geometric bounds. Geographically constrained
proximity queries can take advantage of Esri shapefiles or datasets such as the US Census Bureau
TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) [108] for defining spa-
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tial constraints. Figure 4.16b provides an example of a spatially-constrained proximity query in
DuPage County, Illinois. While there may be matching data points in the neighboring counties,
they are excluded from the search.
Graphics Pipeline Optimizations
Our algorithm for servicing proximity queries makes extensive and frequent use of the underly-
ing graphics framework, which can be accelerated by a compatible GPU. However, there are costs
associated with transferring information in and out of graphics memory that must be considered
when enabling GPU acceleration. When starting for the first time, storage nodes perform a hard-
ware benchmark to determine the trade-off space for memory latency and image generation times,
and use the results to choose the fastest rendering technique available. In many cases, queries that
span a small geographic region will be generated by the CPU, but operations on very large bitmaps
will be offloaded to the GPU.
One factor that has a strong influence on bitmap generation times is the size of the geoavailabil-
ity grids being used by the system. A larger geoavailability grid results in a proportionately larger
“canvas” that will used for rendering query geometry, which consumes additional memory and pro-
cessing time. In many cases, a query will span less than 1-5% of the entire geoavailability grid. To
avoid the performance penalties associated with creating large images in memory, the maximum
bounds of incoming query geometry are calculated and used to create a much smaller query canvas
in memory that will be used for drawing operations. Once the canvas has been created, the query
bitmap is generated and then shifted into place using geoavailability grid coordinates. This can
provide significant performance gains; Table 4.18 compares the naive bitmap generation scheme
with the optimized version for processing proximity queries with varying radii. Both algorithms
were run on the CPU.
4.5.4 Local Retrieval: Geoavailability R-trees
Once a query has been decomposed and evaluated, it can be processed in parallel as a set of
subqueries at relevant storage nodes. This process is facilitated by the local ABT for range-based
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Table 4.18: Query bitmap generation times for proximity searches with varying radii, averaged over 1000
runs
Modifications Creation Time (ms) Standard Deviation (ms)
Naive Algorithm, 25 km 30.63 7.34
Optimized, 50 km 0.85 0.26
Optimized, 25 km 0.30 0.12
Optimized, 5 km 0.09 0.05
and exact-match queries of feature values, but additional indexing infrastructure is required to
provide results for polygon-based spatial queries. The R-tree [68] is a fast and efficient spatial
index that has seen considerable usage and development in the geospatial domain. Similar to B-
trees, R-trees are a balanced search tree and organize data into pages. The basic unit of storage
is a rectangle, so polygon-based shapes or queries are first converted to their minimum bounding
rectangle (MBR) before use with the index.
R-trees provide an appealing alternative to using geoavailability grids for local retrieval be-
cause their accuracy is not based on a preconfigured resolution, and the average complexity of a
lookup with maximum page size M is O(logMn) versus O(n) for a bitmap representation. How-
ever, results returned from a geoavailability evaluation do not require post-processing to eliminate
rectangles or points that were present in the query MBR but do not fall within the query polygon.
Additionally, query bitmaps have already been generated for the geoavailability grids in previous
indexing steps, so a local lookup only involves processing a number of AND operations.
To take advantage of the strengths of both approaches, we developed the Geoavailability R-
tree, which stores geoavailability grid cells in the R-tree rather than individual points, significantly
reducing the amount of information stored in the index. To investigate the performance of the
geoavailability R-tree, geoavailability grid, and a standard R-tree, we used a polygon subquery in
North America from our previous work that followed the Mississippi river down to the Gulf of
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Spatial Index Query Evaluation
Figure 4.17: Comparison of geoavailability grids, geoavailability R-trees, and a standard R-tree for retrieval
operations. Results are averaged over 1000 runs.
Mexico. The Java Spatial Index (JSI) [109] implementation of the R-tree algorithm was used in
these benchmarks due to its focus on performance, and the geoavailability grids were configured
with 25-bit precision. Through the course of the tests, the query polygon was upscaled to retrieve
more files by including a larger portion of the dataset. Figure 4.17 illustrates the performance
of all three strategies when retrieving points from our test dataset, with each point representing
about 5000 files. While the standard R-tree cannot cope with large amounts of data points, the
geoavailability R-tree provides the best overall performance in our benchmarks. However, using a
geoavailability R-tree requires additional memory for each feature type, and also exhibits slower
performance as the number of points retrieved increases. Conversely, evaluating a query with a
geoavailability grid will generally require the same amount of processing time regardless of the
size of the query geometry.
One of the strengths of our geoavailability grid implementation is bounded memory consump-
tion: for a given resolution, there is a maximum size of the resulting bitmap whether compression is
used or not. We tested the memory consumption of three different geoavailability grid resolutions
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and an R-tree to gain insights on their resource consumption. Our test dataset was divided among
48 storage nodes in this benchmark, resulting in approximately 20 million points being indexed
and tested at each node. Table 4.19 contains the memory consumption results; while geoavailabil-
ity grids require substantially less memory than the R-tree, it is worth noting that they will trade
off some precision based on the Geohash granularity used.
Table 4.19: Memory consumption: geoavailability grids and JSI R-tree.
Implementation Memory Consumed (KB)
15-bit Geoavailability grid 3.98
20-bit Geoavailability grid 44.37





Galileo supports three types of analytic queries: approximate, exploratory, and predictive.
These queries allow fast, iterative exploration and manipulation of datasets to explore relation-
ships, gain insights, and make predictions. After locating observations of interest, the system also
allows subsets of the data to be exported in memory to other systems for further analysis. Over-
all, this functionality greatly reduces the friction between users and their data, leading to faster
discoveries and encouraging more in-depth investigation.
5.1 Approximate Queries
Supporting exploratory or approximate queries requires a departure from explicitly-defined
query parameters. In this work, we make the distinction between approximate queries and tra-
ditional rigorous queries that involve exact results. To accommodate a wide range of use cases
and promote expressivity, we designed a collection of operations to guide the implementation of
our approximate query processing engine. These user-facing constructs influenced and guided our
implementation. They include time-, error-, quantity-based constraints, temporal logic expressed
through interval algebra, and fuzzy queries that enable parameters to be automatically relaxed to
include more results. These operators allow fine-grained control over the scope of each query, and
are designed to be combined with the standard constructs present in languages such as SQL or
existing features in Galileo such as range-based and exact-match queries.
5.1.1 Time and Error Constraints
Several problem domains require performing computations under time constraints. For exam-
ple, visualization tools may need to render a scene within a few hundred milliseconds to produce
smooth animations, or a busy website could be required to service requests within a particular time
frame to avoid violating service-level agreements. Galileo provides a time-bound query opera-
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tor for these situations, which provides a response within a specified amount of time along with
statistics on the accuracy of the results. When dealing with time bounds, queries are scheduled dy-
namically to avoid starvation in longer-running processes. In the case of an extremely busy storage
node, the depth or breadth of time-bound queries is scaled back to meet constraints.
Conversely, there are scenarios that require information to be retrieved as quickly as possible,
but only if the results reach a particular level of accuracy defined by error bounds. One example
of this usage pattern is buying and selling commodities on a short-term basis, which could require
rapidly monitoring pricing trends and acting only when the error margin falls below an acceptable
threshold. When predicting weather patterns, certain calculations may require timely results, but
are only useful if a reasonable level of accuracy is achieved. Support for error-based constraints
also implicitly includes functionality for requesting subsets of the overall dataset, which could
involve returning a specific number of results or a percentage of the total items that meet query
directives.
Time- and error-bound operators can also be combined; if certain conditions hold true, an
application may instruct the server to favor one approach over the other, effectively adapting its
requirements based on changing conditions. For instance, an application my request results within
a particular time bound (e.g., 5 seconds), but may also elect to have the query complete faster
if a minimum accuracy is achieved. This functionality is also relevant in cases where an opera-
tion would introduce too much error, requiring the use of an alternate approach. For fine-grained
control, users can also specify the priorities for each operator being used.
5.1.2 Temporal Reasoning
Datasets consisting of time series information involve both uniform or non-uniform time in-
tervals. Significant insight can be gained by inspecting the time at which a sample was taken; for
instance, temperatures fluctuate over the course of a day and may influence other environmental
conditions. In these cases, an average of all observed values can mask significant patterns in the
























Figure 5.1: Temporal operators from Allen’s Interval Algebra. These operators enable queries and analysis
across intervals from time series datasets.
For reasoning about the relationships between disparate time intervals in a dataset, we inte-
grated support for the operators described by Allen’s Interval Algebra [110, 111] into our query
language. Allen’s Interval Algebra is an expressive calculus for temporal reasoning that has seen
wide application in areas from artificial intelligence [112] to temporal database management sys-
tems [113]. Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the relationships that can be represented by these
operators, which make inexact comparisons possible across temporal events. Usage examples in-
clude querying for data points that overlap, lie outside a specific range, or happen during a common
time period. If the exact time that an event occurred is not known, these query operators comple-
ment the other approximation functionality in the system; for example, a user may query for all
intervals that ended at a specific time, effectively creating a sequential list of event start times
leading up to a particular circumstance of interest.
These temporal operators have been integrated into our indexes and can be combined with any
of the other query constructs available. They obviate the need for involved manual definition of
temporal comparisons by the end user, and also allow the relationships between time bounds to be
modeled in the result trees that are returned by queries.
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5.1.3 Fuzzy Queries
In situations where the boundaries of a range query are unknown or approximate, fuzzy queries
allow selective relaxation of constraints to produce more results. One example use case for fuzzy
queries is hotel room booking; a user may wish to search for rooms with desired attributes across
the span of their vacation, but if no results are found then the closest matches available can still be
returned without having to submit another query. This usage pattern of continuous refinement has
been observed in several domains [4, 5]. For datasets that include a high number of dimensions,
query parameters across a broad range of features may be too selective. In these cases, the user
can specify features to be expanded, or opt for retrieving results that require the smallest percent
change in constraints.
The default operating mode for a fuzzy query attempts to find the closest matching values to
the query parameters provided. For example, if a fuzzy query requests all records with humidity
values of 50% but none exist, records with readings of 48% may be returned instead. Of course,
if exact matches can be achieved, then the results returned by the fuzzy query will be no different
than that of a rigorous equivalent. However, in cases where an exact match is not available, the
nearest neighboring nodes in the tree can be located in O(log n) steps (similar to the performance
of a binary search). Both the higher and lower values can be returned by the fuzzy query, along
with their differences from the original value. Additional vertices can be returned to the user as
well; for example, a specific use case may require the nearest five matches to be included in the
results. Fuzzy queries can drastically reduce the number of repetitive exploratory searches that a
user may need to make before settling on a final set of query parameters.
5.1.4 Query Promotion
While approximate queries can provide useful results in a fraction of the time a rigorous query
would take, there are situations where exploratory results may need to be confirmed later with a
rigorous query. In this case, query promotion allows the scope of a query to be expanded to include
the entire dataset as long as particular user-defined constraints are met. Queries can be extended
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based on response times, error margins, or when the set of matching information meets specific
criteria, such as the result count or presence of a particular relationship between features. To keep
extended queries current, time bounds can also be updated to include new information that was
recently stored. In some cases, query promotion can completely replace long-running exploratory
computations; several approximate result trees can be returned during a query to track progress,
followed by a complete result tree once the conditions for promotion are met.
5.1.5 Dataset Sampling
When a subset of available information will provide a representative model of the complete
dataset, a sample query on the ABT can be evaluated to provide results in a fraction of the time
a rigorous query would take. Each storage node can produce sample trees on demand, or can
pre-populate (and update) several sample sizes that cover varying portions of the dataset. The
amount of pre-populated sample trees maintained is generally problem- and hardware-specific,
where the trade-off space involves both the memory consumed and query evaluation times. Galileo
can optionally monitor sampling trends and automatically create pre-populated sample trees for
commonly-requested sample sizes if memory and processing resources are available.
The results generated by a sample query can be represented as raw data points, a traversable
result tree, or as a probability density function (PDF) generated through kernel density estimation.
Sample queries can be combined with the other query constructs supported by Galileo. For in-
stance, all features could be sampled across a particular time interval, or the probability density of
a specific feature could be requested when a set of conditions are met.
Figure 5.2 compares 1% and 5% uniform samples (represented by their probability densities)
with a rigorous query across a particular range of temperature values. In general, sampling pro-
duces a fairly representative model of our particular dataset. Note how the sharp peaks in the curve
for the rigorous query correspond with higher observed sampling error; in these cases, the system

























Figure 5.2: Comparison between the density of values in 1%, 5%, and rigorous queries, along with the error
associated with both sample sizes.
When using stratified sampling, homogeneous subpopulations in the dataset are selected and
sampled from independently using either random sampling or systematic sampling. Contrasting
with a uniform approach, this method helps ensure that the resulting samples are highly representa-
tive of the underlying subpopulations, even if some of the data points could be considered outliers.
In situations where a sampled population is highly diverse, or the population varies in density based
on region, stratified sampling will often produce a result with less sampling error. However, this
approach is only feasible when it is possible to generate subpopulations of the overall dataset.
Path inspection locates paths through the global and local ABTs that are accessed more or
less frequently than usual. Similar to stratified sampling, path inspection can be used to boost the
importance of outliers, but is performed by empirically measuring the read and write operations
conducted on each vertex in the trees. Data points found with this approach help pinpoint anoma-
lies or areas of the dataset that could warrant further analysis, and can be discovered through the
metadata generated by both storage and query requests. To avoid skewing the results over time,
path inspection does not modify the access counters at the vertices, and both the read and write
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counters can be used independently, if desired. This functionality enables analysis of not only the
dataset itself, but users of the system as well.
5.2 Exploratory Queries
Voluminous datasets often contain a multitude of relationships and insights that may not be
obvious or intuitive. For this reason, we provide support for exploratory analytics functionality to
pinpoint information, trends, and properties of interest in the underlying data. These components
include online algorithms for generating both broad and specific statistical synopses, discovering
correlations between dimensions, evaluating the significance of feature variations, and analyzing
the probabilities associated with events.
5.2.1 Detecting and Quantifying Feature Relationships
Most real-world systems involve several interrelated features. These relationships may repre-
sent dependencies or correlations between events or variables; for instance, absolute humidity is
impacted by temperature and pressure, and precipitation may be classified as rain, hail, or snow
depending on the current temperature (along with other atmospheric conditions). While it is im-
portant to note that correlation does not imply causation, the relationships between variables may
prove to be valuable from a research perspective and warrant further study.
To autonomously track correlations between features, we augmented the ABT by adding the
capability to calculate the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PCC) across 2D feature
combinations. PCC measures the degree of a linear relationship between two variables, ranging
from [+1,−1]. A correlation coefficient of +1 or −1 between variables represents a perfect pos-
itive or negative linear relationship, respectively, whereas a value of 0 would imply the absence
of a linear correlation. Both sides of this spectrum can provide useful insights into how features
interact and influence one another.
A correlation query is issued by specifying feature tuples of interest along with any additional
constraints (such as limiting results to a specific region or time), and will return a set of correlation
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coefficients and their two-tailed p-values. p-values represent the probability of producing the same
test results if there was no relationship between the features. In other words, a very low p-value
(often less than 0.01 or 0.05, depending on user requirements) represents a significant relation-
ship that is unlikely to occur by chance. Client applications have the option to request that these
statistics be merged into a single set of correlation coefficients or returned as subtrees for further
exploration.
Table 5.1 contains correlations found between several different features during the month of
July in Wyoming, USA, along with their corresponding p-values to test the significance of the
relationships. These results indicate a negative correlation between sky visibility and total pre-
cipitation, a positive correlation between humidity and precipitation, and a negligible relationship
between temperature and ground vegetation. As one might expect, snow depth did not exhibit cor-
relations with any of the other features during this summer month, highlighting the fact that both
temporal and spatial aspects must be considered when drawing conclusions from the data.
Table 5.1: Correlations and p-values between several features recorded during July in Wyoming, USA.
Feature A Feature B Correlation p-value
Precipitation Visibility -0.49 3.39E-39
Humidity Precipitation 0.37 3.08E-22
Pressure Visibility 0.36 1.61E-20
Vegetation Temperature -0.06 0.12
Temperature Snow Depth 0.0 1.0
In addition to the correlation coefficient, we also maintain enough information to generate
linear models between feature types. These models are provided by two-dimensional linear re-
gression, and include the coefficient of determination, r2, which measures the predictive quality
of the linear models. Features that exhibit strong linear correlations can often be used to make
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accurate predictions. Our implementation follows the least-squares approach, wherein a straight
line is fit to the data such that the sum of squared residuals is minimized. The slope and intercept
of the regression line can be retrieved by clients, or the model can be used directly to extrapolate
the value of a particular feature.
While updating vertex statistics is computationally lightweight, several more operations are
necessary to provide the correlation coefficient, linear regression functionality, and r2 values. Ta-
ble 5.2 describes the performance characteristics of the two-dimensional vertex statistics manage-
ment capabilities added to the ABT. Once again, adding new data points incurs an upfront cost, but
subsequent calculations are fast: all operations were completed in less than 2 µs.
Table 5.2: Performance evaluation of the augmented two-dimensional vertex statistics mechanism, averaged
over 1000 iterations.
Operation Time (µs) Std. Dev. (µs)
Add Data Point 1.489 0.044
Calculate Correlation 0.723 0.023
Calculate r2 0.101 0.003
Predict y 0.381 0.016
Merge 2D Instances 0.919 0.103
5.2.2 Significance Evaluation
Regions in close spatial proximity often exhibit similar climactic trends, but variations in the
surrounding geography may result in significantly different weather patterns. Similarly, the average
temperature for a particular region will vary from year to year, but a researcher would be most
interested in situations where the difference was statistically significant. While Galileo supports
calculating the significance of the variations between two samples using p-values, we have also
added functionality to enable the evaluation of queries that invert this problem: given a feature or
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set of features, a significance query locates relevant locations, time spans, or data points across
the overall dataset where variations are statistically significant. The features in question are often
chosen based information gained from previous exploratory analysis.
We implement significance queries as multi-stage MapReduce computations; each relevant
storage node begins by evaluating a standard query with the given parameters, and then retrieves
the statistical synopses of the feature in question from the resulting subtree. To reduce network
I/O costs, the synopses are combined and transmitted to the node that was projected to contain
the largest number of matching records by the initial ABT pruning step, which then performs
Welch’s t-test between synopses. A t-test uses the t-distribution to determine whether there is a
relationship between observations, and Welch’s version of this test is used in situations where the
variances between two samples are possibly unequal. This produces a set of p-values that measure
inter-group variance. In the final step, both the individual and group results are streamed back to
the client based on a p-value threshold that is specified at query time based on the client’s desired
significance level. This reduces the amount of information that must be processed on the client
side and enables users to quickly evaluate perceived relationships across the dataset. To test this
functionality, we submitted queries involving randomized feature sets with significance levels of
either 5% or 1% to our cluster. The results were produced in 41.0 ms, on average (over 1000
iterations) with a standard deviation of 0.13 ms.
5.2.3 Probability Density Queries
Feature analysis not only involves the values a particular feature has taken, but also the prob-
abilities associated with them. For instance, high temperatures are more likely to occur during
summer months and less likely during winter months. The probability densities associated with
these events provide insight as to how features behave under specific conditions, as well as how
they evolve over time. Figure 5.3 contains the results of a probability density query, illustrating
the likelihood of measurable precipitation occurring as the amount of atmospheric cloud cover
changed in Wyoming, USA during the month of July in 2013. While the presence of clouds being
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Precipitation vs. Cloud Cover, Wyoming, USA
Figure 5.3: Results of a probability density query showing the probability of precipitation occurring as the
amount of atmospheric cloud cover varies.
associated with a heightened probability of rain is a fairly intuitive relationship, this query yields
the probability of precipitation as a function of cloud cover; with this information, we know that
rain is highly unlikely when cloud cover is under 50% in this region. The next step in our analysis
might involve inspecting the relationship between cloud cover and precipitation across a variety of
spatial locations.
Client applications can issue probability density queries across ranges of feature values, geospa-
tial regions, or time spans. For query shown in Figure 5.3, Galileo uses feature synopses in the
ABT to determine the number of times precipitation was greater than zero under the specified
constraints and produces a collection of vertices to be passed on to the reduce phase. During the
reduce phase, vertices are merged to produce a final histogram that contains the counts for each
tick mark range. The resulting set of vertices can either be returned directly to the client to produce
a histogram, or passed through a kernel density estimation to compute the approximate probability
density function. On our test dataset, this query involved a total of six storage nodes and completed






















PDF(Temperature ∩ Humidity): Florida, USA
Figure 5.4: Joint probability density of temperature and humidity values in Florida, USA, during July of
2013.
5.2.4 Joint Probability Queries
To model cross-feature influences, joint probability queries provide the probability densities
of multiple events or feature values occurring at the same time. For example, consider the joint
influence of temperature and humidity on the human body’s perception of heat: days with high
temperatures coupled with high humidity feel hotter than those with the same temperature and
a low relative humidity (often colloquially referred to as “dry heat”). Figure 5.4 contains the
probability density of each temperature-humidity tuple in Florida, USA during the month of July
in 2013. Note the prominent peak signaling a high probability of both high humidity and high
temperatures for the region. The query involved six storage nodes and was evaluated in 240.10 ms
(averaged over 1000 iterations, with a standard deviation of 30.0 ms).
Similar to a probability density query, evaluating joint probability requires creating a subtree
of intersecting feature values and then performing a kernel density estimation during the reduce






















PDF(Temperature ∩ Humidity): Continental United States
Figure 5.5: Joint probability density of temperature and humidity values across the continental USA during
July of 2013.
existing query constructs to manage specificity. Figure 5.5 provides a contrasting view of the
same query evaluated across the entire continental United States, which contacted all the nodes
in our 78-machine testbed in parallel and completed in 424.19 ms (averaged over 1000 iterations,
with a standard deviation of 45.16 ms). Note that in this scenario a peak similar to that in Fig-
ure 5.4 exists due to the overall hot and humid summer months, but the probabilities of other
temperature-humidity tuple combinations have also risen to account for other regions; particularly,
the frequency of high heat and low humidity is much more prominent in this example. In both
cases, additional information can be retrieved from the subtrees generated by the query; for in-
stance, a range query could be evaluated against the aggregate subtrees to determine the locations
in the continental USA with high temperatures and low humidity.
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5.3 Predictive Queries
After exploring the interactions between features in the dataset, predictive analytics enables
us to capitalize on these relationships through modeling and dynamic forecasting to discover and
exploit trends, project future events, and reason about how the dataset is evolving over time. These
types of analysis involve making assertions about the strength of relationships to validate statistical
hypotheses, projecting future events and conditions with linear and nonlinear models, and making
probabilistic estimations. Using this functionality, the wealth of knowledge already stored in the
system is leveraged to provide accurate and timely insights into the evolution of the feature space
and its corresponding events.
5.3.1 Hypothesis Testing
The exploratory analysis process leads to the development of hypotheses about the dataset
and its interactions; an increase in sales might be the result of a successful advertising campaign,
or simply due to fluctuations in shopping trends. To evaluate these hypotheses in a statistically
sound manner, Galileo provides built-in hypothesis testing functionality. Hypothesis testing begins
with formulating the null and alternative hypotheses. The null hypothesis is often considered the
“default position” for statistical tests, which states that there is no relationship between particular
phenomena. On the other hand, the alternative hypothesis represents the opposite case where
outcomes indicate a relationship. When a relationship is present in the data, we reject the null
hypothesis — depending on the test being carried out, this may or may not be desirable. For
instance, it may be advantageous to replace a hardware component with a cheaper version, but
only if the null hypothesis holds for failure rates before and after the change.
Hypothesis testing is performed by comparing aggregate summary trees produced by two
queries. Storage nodes that are projected to contain a majority of the relevant data for a query
orchestrate the reduction process, merging vertices as they are received to produce the final sum-
mary trees. A t-test is then carried out on the trees, enabling calculation of the p-value as described
in the previous section. We support both one- and two-tailed tests: a one-tailed test is used for
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relationships that change in only one direction, whereas a two-tailed test is applied when the re-
lationship could be both negative or positive. For example, an advertising campaign could both
increase or decrease sales; if the advertisements are negatively received or alienate previous cus-
tomers, sales may decline. The p-value is then used to decide whether the null hypothesis should
be rejected or not, with significance levels of 5% or 1% commonly used to denote a strong pre-
sumption against the null hypothesis. To instrument a hypothesis test, clients provide two queries
that represent the states being compared, along with a desired significance level. Backed by our
vertex synopses, hypothesis testing is an efficient operation: a randomized test involving 250,000
vertices and over 2 million records executed across 24 nodes completed in 26.66 ms on average
over 1000 iterations, with a standard deviation of 1.64 ms.
5.3.2 Multiple Linear Regression
While our vertex synopses support two-dimensional regression functionality, there are cases
where several explanatory variables can predict a single outcome. To handle these situations, we
also support multiple linear regression across features to build predictive models that are updated
continuously as data is streamed into the system. Since multiple linear regression spans several
features, instances are not required at each vertex in the ABT. Instead, we support selective place-
ment of regression instances; the default placement is not linked to any particular location in the
tree, assimilating all new readings as they arrive. However, we have also incorporated support for
user-defined limitations on the scope of the regression models to particular subsets of the data to
ensure expressivity. For example, each vertex representing a month of the year might maintain
its own multiple linear regression instance. Users can place or remove multiple linear regression
models during index creation or dynamically at runtime, and their meager memory requirements
enable a substantial number of instances to be maintained in the index.
In situations where variables in the regression model are highly correlated and begin to exhibit
multicollinearity, coefficient estimates for individual predictors may become inaccurate. For this
reason, we autonomously detect multicollinearity and warn users of its presence using the variance
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Table 5.3: Dynamic multiple linear regression performance evaluation, averaged over 1000 iterations.
Operation Time (µs) Std. Dev. (µs)
Add Data Point 1.51 0.28
Calculate r2 0.78 0.02
Calculate RMSE 0.79 0.13
Make Prediction 2.54 0.51
inflation factor (VIF). The VIF provides a measure of multicollinearity that helps judge whether
certain variables should be excluded, which is essential when dealing with the large number of
models our framework maintains. Client applications can also specify custom VIF thresholds
based on their particular use cases.
Like our two-dimensional vertex synopses, multiple linear regression instances are lightweight.
Table 5.3 contains performance statistics for various operations applied to the regression instances,
which include adding data, calculating r2, and making predictions. We also include the time taken
to compute the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of a regression operation, which measures the
accuracy of the predictions using the same units as the dependent variable. Vertices that maintain
a multiple linear regression instance create a predictive model for each feature type, meaning fast
and efficient updates are critical to ensure overall system performance.
To benchmark the effectiveness of our regression framework, we used models built with data
collected in Wyoming, USA during July over a three-year period (2011 through 2013) to predict
rainfall. The models included each of the feature types indexed in this study, and were tested with
new feature readings from 2014. Figure 5.6 contains a scatter plot of the residuals (difference
between predicted and actual precipitation). The RMSE of this test was 0.31 kg/m2 of rainfall.
While an exact measure of rainfall is a useful metric, we can also answer the common question
“do I need my umbrella today?” with a binary classifier. To create the classifier, we considered
any prediction over 0.31 kg/m2 to imply that it would indeed rain, whereas a value lower than
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Predicting Precipitation: Multiple Linear Regression
Figure 5.6: Scatter plot of the residuals between predicted and actual precipitation in Wyoming, USA, in
July of 2014. The shaded region above and below the reference line represents the RMSE of the predictions.
the threshold would indicate little to no rainfall. In this case, we predicted rain correctly 92%
of the time when compared to the actual rainfall data from 2014. While client applications can
request multiple linear regression model parameters directly for a particular vertex or feature set
and have them streamed back for analysis, they are also given the option to create customized
binary classifiers similar to the example described. A classification query specifies features of
interest, spatial and temporal ranges, and classification thresholds, and returns a computational
model that can be used to predict and classify future events.
5.3.3 Artificial Neural Networks
For some datasets or feature types, linear methods may restrict model fidelity or reduce pre-
diction accuracy; for instance, consider the constant fluctuations present in foreign exchange rates
and stock prices or the sinusoidal variations in temperatures that occur over the course of a day. In
these cases, nonlinear methods provide an alternative that can produce models that are a better fit
for the underlying data. Our framework includes an interface that enables arbitrary models and pre-
diction methods to be placed at ABT vertices in a similar fashion to the multiple linear regression
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instances, and can produce output datasets in the form of classifications, function approximations,
or forecasts. We have incorporated support for online artificial neural networks (ANNs) provided
by the Encog [114] machine learning library to accommodate nonlinear predictive models.
Compared to the linear methods discussed in previous sections, ANNs generally involve more
complex computations for training. Furthermore, they often do not completely converge on one
final set of model parameters, so training is an inexact and iterative process. A neural network
created with the Wyoming dataset from the previous section took 682.08 ms on average to train
with a single new record (1000 iterations, standard deviation of 128.13 ms). For these reasons,
our framework supports a batch ingest mode to amortize training costs by collecting a set number
of observations before training occurs. Training is also executed as a lower-priority background
thread to avoid impacting query throughput, maintaining performance while keeping predictions
updated. This allows us to ensure consistent overall system performance while still providing the
more compute-intensive functionality afforded by ANNs.
5.3.4 Time-series Forecasting: ARIMA
Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models are specifically designed for time-
series data and allow predictions to be made on non-stationary data types. ARIMA models are
parameterized by three parameters, p, d, and q, which correspond to the autoregressive, integrated,
and moving average components of the model, respectively. Our implementation allows these pa-
rameters to be chosen autonomously by the system using the Hyndman-Khandakar algorithm [115]
or specified at query time by client applications. Query parameters also control which features
should be considered by the model and the time bounds of interest (which may include historical
data).
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate the effectiveness of ARIMA for predicting temperatures in Florida
and Wyoming, USA, respectively during July of 2013. These models were populated with data
from the first 23.5 days of the month, and then were used to forecast subsequent temperatures for
the remainder of the month. Predictions for Florida resulted in a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of
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Temperature Forecasting with ARIMA: Florida, USA
Figure 5.7: ARIMA forecast of temperature values in Florida, USA during the month of July in
2013.RMSE: 0.077 K
0.077 K, while predictions from the model responsible for Wyoming produced an RMSE of 0.818
K; in both cases, the forecasts were highly accurate, and responded to the cyclical temperature
shifts that occur during a typical day in both locations. Note that each day generally exhibits the
highest temperatures during midday and lowest temperatures during night hours. Compared to
Wyoming, temperature fluctuations are less severe in Florida, which likely accounts for some of
the difference in prediction accuracy.
5.3.5 Conditional Probability and Naive Bayes Classification
Conditional Probability queries answer questions such as, “what is the probability of rain given
cloud cover is greater than 80%?” Computing the answer to this type of query involves determin-
ing the intersection of a particular set of events, which can be performed efficiently with the ABT;
client-side turnaround times averaged 38.66 ms for queries over Florida, USA (across 1000 itera-
tions with a standard deviation of 2.89 ms). Based on the frequencies stored in vertex synopses,
individual probabilities associated with each event can be retrieved through synopsis combinations.
This type of probabilistic analysis can also uncover relationships with no direct interaction; two
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Temperature Forecasting with ARIMA: Wyoming, USA
Figure 5.8: ARIMA forecast of temperature values in Wyoming, USA during the month of July in 2013.
RMSE: 0.818 K
features may seem unrelated until an additional dimension is considered. Determining whether
such a relationship exists requires traversing backwards through the tree hierarchy until a common
link is found.
A Naive Bayes classifier uses the probabilities associated with events or features in the dataset
to make predictions. The key assumption of this type of model is that all features are independent:
completely unrelated to any of the other features. Despite the fact that this assumption may not
always hold, naive Bayes has proven to be effective in practice for a variety of classification tasks,
including text categorization and medical diagnosis. To classify a given set of samples, naive
Bayes uses the combined probabilities of the events to choose the most probable outcome. Given
variables such as the current cloud cover, humidity, and temperature, naive Bayes can determine
the probability of rain or other events in the dataset. Using our test data from Wyoming in July of
2013 we could achieve 85% accuracy for rainfall predictions in 2014, a query that took 17.68 ms
on average (across 1000 iterations with a standard deviation of 1.66 ms, after contacting 6 storage
nodes). While the predictions were less accurate than our multiple linear regression models, naive
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Bayes can also be used in situations where multiple linear regression does not apply, such as text
classification.
5.4 Exporting Result Datasets
When creating visualizations or machine learning models, it is often useful to leverage the ca-
pabilities of external frameworks. Rather than retrieving this data, storing it as a CSV or other
compatible format, and then loading the data in another framework, Galileo offers in-memory
result datasets that are exposed as a virtual FUSE [116] file system (compatible with Linux, Win-
dows, macOS, FreeBSD, and a variety of other platforms). This allows other applications to mount
the Galileo file system and transparently access files that may be stored on a variety of machines
throughout the cluster. These datasets supply data for training machine learning models or gener-
ating visualizations without incurring I/O costs, with live updates propagating to the file system as
more data is stored in Galileo.
5.4.1 Visualization
Figure 5.9 demonstrates a climate chart visualization over data in Phoenix, Arizona, USA in
2014. While a standard approach for producing this visualization over voluminous atmospheric
data would likely involve several MapReduce computations, the ABT makes all the necessary
information readily available through queries, avoiding distributed computations altogether. Fur-
thermore, retrieving the data for this evaluation consumed considerably less time (1.52 ms) than
rendering the image on the client side (122.81 ms).
5.4.2 External Machine Learning Libraries
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 demonstrate how data in the ABT can be exported to CSV files and
used by external machine learning frameworks. In this benchmark, the scikit-learn Python ma-







































































Climate Overview: Phoenix, AZ (US Customary Units)
Figure 5.9: A climate chart generated directly from the ABT on observations collected in Phoenix, Arizona.
boosted decision tree model (Figure 5.11) to predict surface temperatures based on the other fea-
tures in our test dataset. In both cases, the dataset was loaded by scikit-learn in less than 1 second.
5.4.3 Epidemiology Dataset
To demonstrate the performance of Galileo using an alternative dataset, with imported epi-
demiology data generated by the Animal Disease Spread Model (ADSM) [118], which simulates
disease outbreaks in livestock populations and has been used in several studies including foot-and-
mouth disease [119], avian influenza [120], and pseudorabies [121]. ADSM and its predecessor,
the North American Animal Disease Spread Model (NAADSM) are Monte Carlo models, which
means that each set of parameters, called a scenario, is run several times to gain confidence in the
outputs. This produces large amounts of input and output data; in this study, we used an ADSM
scenario set in Texas, USA, that simulated an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease across 364,000
farms with direct contact, indirect contact, and airborne disease spread. The outbreak was based on
real-world farm and disease biology data, with each scenario variant executed 30 times to account
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Figure 5.10: Random forest predictions of surface temperature values, generated by scikit-learn through
our in-memory virtual file system.





























Figure 5.11: Gradient boosted decision tree predictions of surface temperature values, generated by scikit-
learn through our in-memory virtual file system.
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Forecasting Outcomes: Gradient Boosting
Figure 5.12: Gradient boosted decision tree predictions of disease outbreak durations, generated by scikit-
learn through our in-memory virtual file system.
for uncertainty in the results. The overall dataset size was 1.1 petabytes, and included over 2000
unique features.
Our initial test with this dataset leveraged sci-kit learn to predict the disease duration out-
put variable from the simulation using another gradient boosted decision tree model. Figure 5.12
demonstrates the accuracy of the model. Next, we evaluated the dataset with Apache Spark [53].
Spark is a popular distributed computation framework that supports machine learning models
through its MLlib library [56]. We built an adapter to convert raw Galileo data points to Spark
RDDs [54] and then used MLlib to generate another random forest model of disease durations
across a cluster of machines, shown in Figure 5.13.
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As data volumes continue to grow, tracking the continually-evolving feature space is a con-
siderable challenge. This is especially true in the case of geospatial, time-series datasets. In this
dissertation, we studied the problem of facilitating low-latency, query-based analytics, which re-
quired consideration of the following:
• Architectural decisions underpinning distributed storage
• The speed differential between memory accesses and disk I/O
• Trade-offs between accuracy and latency
• Metadata organization and management, and the performance impact of the data structures
• Types of retrievals supported and the dispersion of query load
Addressing these factors enabled us to provide a rich set of exploratory analysis functionality as
well as support for predictive models that produce insights beyond the trends present in the dataset.
With its DHT-based network design, Galileo is able to scale out and cope with large datasets.
Our partitioning scheme and use of Geohashes also allow the system to localize queries efficiently.
By leveraging variable-precision indexes (global/local analytic base trees as well as full-resolution
data stored on disk), Galileo can resolve queries quickly while allowing users to be selective about
the desired accuracy or latency required for their use cases.
One key aspect of our approach is minimizing disk accesses. This is achieved by carefully
maintaining analytic base trees (ABTs) that retain expressiveness for query evaluations but pre-
serve compactness to ensure memory residency. The ABTs remain compact even in situations
where individual nodes store hundreds of millions of files. Further, statistical synopses ensure the
knowledge base is continually updated with live data streams. We achieve this via the use and
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adaptation of online algorithms, compact data structures, and lightweight models. This also allows
us to perform query evaluations at multiple geographic scales.
The trade-off between accuracy and timeliness of query evaluations can be achieved by auto-
matically controlling query specificity and dataset coverage during evaluations. The use of Bloom
filters allows us to quickly identify cases where measurements are not available for a portion of
the feature space. We target interference between queries and the concomitant timeliness issues by
reducing the fidelity of results under high load.
The trees maintained by Galileo are kept up-to-date with changing trends in values as new
information arrives. To cope with these changes, we apply autonomous quantization and vertex
reclamation, which expand or contract vertices to reflect the density and distribution of values. By
maintaining tree statistics in an online fashion, we can continually update feature summaries as
data is assimilated.
We support a variety of analytic queries to aid in knowledge discovery and leveraging of the
insights contained in voluminous datasets. These queries are expressive and allow users to avoid
writing complex distributed applications to solve their problems. In many cases, the summary
statistics and metadata maintained in memory by Galileo provide enough information to resolve
queries without disk I/O. Ultimately, these features reduce the friction between users and their
data, encouraging thorough analysis and leading to faster discoveries.
Briefly, the contributions of this dissertation include: (1) a distributed framework for iterative,
query-driven analytics over voluminous datasets, (2) support indexing and querying multidimen-
sional, spatiotemporal data at scale, (3) in-memory data structures that help reduce both network
and disk I/O while still retaining expressiveness, (4) high-throughput distributed query resolution,
(5) online modeling of the feature space and autonomous reconfiguration of the system to cope




As more organizations collect and leverage big data, effective analytics and data mining al-
low insights to be derived that provide business opportunities and a better understanding of real-
world phenomena. Our future work will investigate how partitioning and distributing data over
clusters of commodity hardware can improve machine learning model training times and pre-
diction/classification performance. This may entail exploiting data locality to ensure timeliness,
addressing I/O imbalances [122,123], or accounting for physical storage properties to better fit ac-
cess patterns and hardware capabilities. On the hardware front, SSDs and technologies such as 3D
XPoint [124] present new possibilities in how data is stored and accessed in analytic environments.
Another insight gained from this work is that giving users accessible tools to manipulate and an-
alyze their data in real time facilitates effective model creation and parameterization. This feature
engineering process could be augmented with support for Bayesian networks, causality analysis,
and probabilistic query evaluations. This would allow a user to explore questions such as, “What
is the probability that relative humidity levels are greater than 50% during the Summer in Fort
Collins, Colorado?” This functionality would also be applicable in areas such as object tracking
and smart grids.
As advancements in computing devices shift towards low power and high connectivity, the in-
teraction between the cloud, distributed systems, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices will present
opportunities for innovation in computation, storage, and analysis platforms. Future developments
will harness federated clouds [125] as well as IoT devices to collect, manage, and analyze volu-
minous datasets [126, 127]. Cheap, efficient IoT devices such as the Raspberry Pi [128] (shown in
Figure 6.1 with sensors attached) acting as fog nodes will allow storage and processing activities
to be pushed to the edges of the network [129–131]. In these environments, coordination with the
cloud allows frameworks to target the individual strengths of participating hardware; for example,
fog nodes may be able to quickly resolve queries over data collected recently from onboard sensors
while the cloud serves as an archival storage and large-scale analysis platform. In these types of
sensing environments, ensemble learning methods allow a consensus to be achieved across multi-
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Figure 6.1: A Raspberry Pi single-board computer with temperature, humidity, and audio sensors.
ple predictions or classifications on disparate nodes, which also facilitates anomaly detection. In
addition, collaborative filtering presents opportunities for predicting behaviors or user preferences
as well as making recommendations.
IoT devices often operate in constrained environments with respect to airflow/cooling, power
availability, and network speeds. Consequently, frameworks in this space have greater responsi-
bilities when maintaining availability and scheduling tasks. We plan to investigate how these vari-
ables interact in large-scale, geographically dispersed hybrid clusters that incorporate fog nodes
for distributed storage and computation. In-memory sketches, compact indexes, and energy-aware
scheduling are likely to be effective in such an environment. Figure 6.2 provides a query through-
put comparison from our initial studies on fog-cloud coordination [131]; with a simplified in-
memory index, a cluster of fog nodes is able to achieve higher throughput for smaller queries
(short spans of time) due to their I/O bound nature. On the other hand, powerful cloud VMs are
better suited for tasks that are CPU-bound (large spans of time in the temporal index). As these
technologies continue to evolve, seamless distribution of both storage and computing concerns are
crucial when managing future data volumes and devices.
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